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N7RODUCTION

Since 1965 the Ancona Nontessori School has had 0E0 support

to investigate he effects of a modified Montessori program for

disadvantaged children In the preschool and early elementary

years. This report deals with the academic year 1969-70. Dur-

ing this year thirty-nine disadvantaged children and a compari-

son group of t enty-nine middle-class children have been the

central focus of study as they are cur e tly attending the scho

rn addition, we have continued to follow the school careers of

disadvantaged children who attended Ancona one time or another

since 1965 and are 11 CM attending school elsewhere.)

Twenty-nine of the disadvantaged children who attended Ancona

this year are in the age range from three to six years and par-

ticipated in the nursery classes at the school. Ten children in

the current sample were disaCvantaged children who had completed

the Ancona n rsery prograr previously and were attending the ele-

mentary school cis ses, For ease of presentati nt this report

will be dtvided so that the fIrst part wIll deal with the findings

relative to the nursery school ch ldren. Part rI will detail

findings on the ele entnry school children and follow-up d ta on

children who attended Ancona in previous years but are now ele-

mentary school ehildren in other institutions. In addition, data

regarding children whose families have had lon -term involvement

in the scho 19will be discu sed in Part II.

The Ancona (ontenorI School is a parent-governed nursery and

primary school. The school serVes a population of children who

are p edominantly _f middle class backgronnd but the racial com-

posItion of the school is evite balanced including both Negro a_d



white children. The d -advantag d chi/. en Attending the school

are all Negro and most come from the neighborhood immediately

adjacent to the school. It has always been,the policy of the

school to place the disadvantaged children in its regular class-

rooms with a small nu ber of these children in each classroom.

In this fashion the diversity of most classrooms has been en-

hanced.

The overall objectives of the progr n as originally stated

ía iur 0E0 proposal are f cused in four areas:

(1) Enhancement of the childr-n's intellectual growth)

through exposure to the st ucture rials and methods of a

modified Montessori classroom. The n difi d Montessori class-

rooms provide (a) opportuni y for the development of attention

and ind pendent task interest through their stress upon individ-

ual teaching and learning with self-chosen, self-correcting ma-

terials; (b) opportunity for the developnent of abstract con-

cepts through the Montessori sensory materials which provide

training in sensory discri ination, matching and seriarion, and

through supplementary materials promoting the classiication of
a

real objects; and (e) opportunity for expressiv- and dramatic

play.

(2) Providing c _t nuity of educational intervention by early

ea rance into the scho 1 and by enabling the children to remain

in the school through the primer- grades.

Providing a scheol setting integr: ed _by race and social

cla in order to (a) expoae the disadvantaged children to an

at_-sphere of greater task orientation and to the use of standard

English speech; (b) provide both,soCial group's with the oppor-

ty for contact through common endeavors; d (c) provide the



opportunity for interaction among the parents of the middle lass

and disadvantaged children through the exten ive parent par ci

p tion which is part of the Ancona School program.

(4) Continued involv ment with the families of the disadvan-

taged children through (a) recruitment of y unger siblings into

the program; a social work program ai ed especially at the

promotion of self-help through more effective problem-solv ng in

the families; and ( ) provision of medical service

General Statement of If otheses To Be Inves ittated

The hypotheses studied in this research project deal

ally with the effects of attendance at the Montessori School

on the intellectual development of disadvantaged children, the

effects on a cluster of school-facilitating behaviors such

ttention and task orientation, and the effects on social int

action patterns. In addition, pa ticular intere t has been paid

to the progress of children from families who have participated

in the school program over a number of yea

More specifically, Ole hypotheses curren ly under study are

follows:

Hypothesis 1: A Montessori program 1 increase the basic

cognitive and behavioral ski ls of disadvantaged children

quired for educational achievement. This effect will be gran

eat if started early (age th ee) and continued over an extenai e

period of time.

Hyp thesis 1-* The disadvantaged children will ShOW increased

eognitive development. Ve especially anticipate improvement in

number concepts, vitiUal discrimination, classificatory skills_

and psycho-Motor skills which are emphasized in the curriculum.



Hypothes lb: The disadvantaged children will show in-

ere sed attentiveness to task demands.

Hypothesis lc: lissdvantaged children who con inue in the

Montessori elementary school program will show higher scho 1

achievement than those who go to public sche 1.

Hypothesis 2: Interaction between middle-class and disad-

vantaged children will increase as a function of experience in

the program.

Hypothesis 2 . There will, be more ss-g oup social acts

in children with lo ger tenure at the school.

Hypothesis 2b: There will be more cross-group friendships

among children with longer tenure at the school.

Hypothesis 3: Continuing involvement -f the same fam 1 es

the program will result in "diffu i-n effects" to the ntel-

lectual attalnnents of older and you ger siblings.

Hypothesis 3a: In exa ining children who attended Ancona

at one time, older sibltngs will show school attainment that is

better than nonsiblings in public schools.

Hypothesi 3b: Younger siblings entering the program will

show higher Initial cognitive and behavioral skills.

As hypothesis lc Is in regard to the ele ent ry school chil-

dren, it will be discuseed in Part II of this report. To the

extent that other hypotheses also deal with older children

Ancona gr duates, discussion of them will also be defer ed. In

addition, Hypothesis 3 will be discussed in Part II.

The research rationale which led to the form lation of these

hypotheses for study has been detailed in our original reports.

Rather than repeat the ration le here, we will incorporate

9



'discussion of the relevant literature as we ptesent t e actual

findings and diecuss them.

ART

THE STUD 0 THE NURSERY SCHOOL CHILDREN

The overall design of the study was a classic pre- and pos

test paradigm. The di advantag d children attending the nursery

clas es and a compa i on group of middle-class children in the

same classrooms were tested early in the academic year and close

to the end of the year. .As can be seen from the hypotheses0 the

primary interest was in ascertaining if change occurred on a num,-

ber of characteristics of the children throughout the course of

the academic y ar and as a result of the preschool experience.

Si ee this is a long-term tudy0 data from previous years on s

of the children are available and will be used to speak to qu

tions of long-term change.

The Sa_ple-

Twenty-nine disadvantaged c:ildren particIpated in the cl-

-f the Ancona preschool. The e children were all Negro children

eoming from poor families who live in the neighborhood adjacent

to the school. In general, the families of the children meet 0E0

guidelines for participation in Headstart programs; thus the fami

lies have pove ty li_e incomes and many are mother-only house

holds.

Thirteen o the disadvantaged children were in attendant-

Ancona for the first time this year, A special effort was made

to recruit chi dren from families who had children in attendance

at Ancona In previous years. Seven tle thirteen new children



were younger lings of ch ldien who were currently attending

Ancona or who h d participated in the Headat rt pr gram in pre-

Vious years. The average age of the thirt -n first-year chil-

dren WaS thirty-nine months as of October, 1969. There we

s-ven girls and six boys in this group.

The sixteen other disadvantaged children attending nursery

classes h 4 attended kncona in previous years. Fourteen chil-

dren were in their second year of attendance and two were

third year. This group had an average age of fifty-five months

and was composed of eight boys and eight girls.

To the exteet that it vas possible, every disadvantaged

child ched with a middle-class child in his own

classroom. The criteria foi matching were sex age, and p ior

attend- ce history. The middle-class comparison sample was com-

posed of seventeen first.year students and twelve studen

their second to third year in the school. The average age for

the fir t-year group was forty five oaths; for the second- to

third-year group it was fifty-six months. There were sixteen

gir s and thi teen boys in the middle-class comparison group.

The comparison group was not as closely matched this year

as has been possible in previous years. In particular the first

year -Headstart children e typically somewhat younger than the

available middle-class comparison children.

Other difficulties have arisen in regard to the Headstart

mple this year. Massive urban renewal is currently in progress

the neighborhoA where the families live and the school is

located. Consequentlyi a number of families have left the area.

Whenever pos ible, the school made available bu ing arrangements

11



to families. Nevertheless, in the first months of school, four

Re datart children did stop attend ng the school. Replacement

h ldren were enrolled two to three months late and middle-class

comparison children for these replacement children had to be

lected from children who had been in school since the start of

the yenr.

In addition, one child h d very erratic attendance and left

the school n ar the end of the year. The family's whereabouts

uld not be determined so the child and her contrAst child we e

dropped from the sample group.

cedures

Most data gathering procedures were administered twl e

all ehildren in the disadva t ged and middle-class c mparisn

groups. Testing was carried out during the beginning of the

ochool year and close to the end of the school year. Test ad-

ministration vas do e by three trained testers. The teste

women and one m n, are all advanced graduate students

educational psychology. The testers are all Caucasian. A

three tes ers administ _ed the Stanford-Binet and WPPSI te

One tester did all Ketr_ll-Palmer and WISC tests. An addi-

tional trained observer was used in collecting the social inter

action observations.

The Pr -edures used can be classified as to the general

type of variable being meas red. One set of variables deals

with the intellectual or cognitive development of the children.

Am t er set of procedures Is measu ing certain school related
k

behaviors thou ht to be facilitative of school success. Ar4ther

Set a oci l interaction variables.
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coMbinvd to compute a prorated performance 11114 All chflôreii
mere tested individually acccdrd_ini to the standard p otedures,
%eating usually took place irs cote forty-minute Bassi /he
11171)1151 Wag administered doriinig the same time intervals
Stegffored-Dinet.

the

(3) Merrill-Palmer scale of Tests . mpLe

cb1.1dran under four years of enixe iexe given the kferrill---Palmer.-
lierrtial items in the Merrill-Palmer were not nasimiestered but
Ada giber Items were. Tlia procedure allows for A eolpo ation

f es 31.11. Children were tooted "individually following stand.-
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vdhenrah, children's responses to the S tainforci.Dinet can be ea-.
witted for such dimensions ens work orientation', type of not-work
respowees made* etc . this procedure originally woe used in a
tnady of lower..elass luertt Coats children and a contrast group

of eiddle-class childteml Itahnic and. social-ziansa differences
were found in styles of re sponse; Arvid it was hrpo thee iced that
these differences in part engleirzed the dIf fern tial school suc .
cen f the groups under tnely., The proetdore results in a num
ter or stores on which 'group comparisons. tan he cade0 With minor



nod fi a i no followed the ltertzig procedures, categorizing
all reaponaes made during the S nfo d-Binet test.

(2) Testers' ratings of att ntion, task behavior ttitudes

toward testers" authority. Followiag each administtation of the
Stanford-Bineta the examiner rated the child on a number of di-

nensions of test behavior. Ratings were made following both'the
first and aecond administration of the tests. The dimensions,
pertain broadly to test behavior as such and to the social rela-
tionship the child exhibits with the exaniner.

These tee t ratings have been made every year in conjunction

with the Ancona Readstart research. Test ratings ware made on

fifteen scale The scales are designed so that end points do

not necessarily conform to optimal vs, detrimental teat behavior.
End points of the scales usually refer to extremes of behavior
vith optimal behaviors falling at the Midpoints. Ratings in-

clude such di:ma:lions as Distractibility, Activity level, Speed
of Response. Persistence, Self-Confidence, and Understandability

of Speech. A copy of the rating form cam be found in Appendix AO

(3) Teachers ratings of attention, test behavier, attitudes

toward classroom authority. Teachers were asked to rate the
children ia the research sampla on 4 number of dimeasions at the
beginning and end of the school year. Teachers' ratings were
made at approximately the sane time that the Stanfotd-Binet was

administered. The rating forms used by the teachere vere paral-
lel to those used by the testers. The child's behavior in the
classroom, rather than in the test situation, was the object un-

der consideration. Twelve of the fifteen dim nsi-na rated by
the testers were rated by the teat era.

Measures al iiiteraction

(1) Social Interaction Observe ions, The procedu
observing social Interaction was a modification of th
McCandless (1957) Social interactiou method. A daily
observation was made of each child until a total of 1
of observation per child was collected. The goal of
vatiem was to record as closely as possible the child
interaction and other activity behavior, Theainititla of each'

child with whom the observed child interacted, and instances of
teacher-child interactiom acre noted.

Each record vas coded by the observer according to the follow-

ing method: the firet social interaction occurring in each

minute vas coded and if an aet was dirncted to more than one
child, the initi ls of each child involved vere rec rded, Thus a

maxinum of 100 acts per child were coded. Categori s for coding

social acts were:
I. Friendly' interaction: ssociative play, fri- ly ap-

_- _
echo friendly conversation, physical and verbal t

verbal attention to initiation by others (e.g., smilang, nodding
head, joining activity), imitation of °there, compliance, Friendly

intet ction vas further coded as follows:

e used for
arshall-

five-minute
0 minutes
he obser-

ocial

.ction non-

1 1



a.- dominative: child attenpts to gain contr 1 of

ation either diplomatically or authoritatively, giving dire

tions assigning roles, com ending.
b. integrative: in erection is coopera ive with near

equal sharing.

Ir. Alimtum: Aggressionsas coded in the folloving manna

a. physical: actual physical aggression or str ng threat

f s me (e.g., raising hind, threatening with Object).
b. verbals name calling, threats, snubbing, withdrawal

with verbal abuse, refusal to ahare Or cooperate, criticiOng

'blaming, demanding.
c. provoked: aggression is in response to another

child's threat.
d. unprovoked: aggression is initiated by the observed

child.

III. Isolating Behavior:. avoidatte, vithdraval from activity

without aggressive behavior (coded only if child does not join

another group or immediate'activity), Ignoring the approach of:

another child (without aggressive behavior).

ilr.,TeacherrStudent_.Interactionr.
Raeorded is T if initiated by teacher.

.

Recorded as S if initiated-by, student. Student initiated

acts were further coded as .SI if student seeks instrumental as-

sistance, and as SE if student seeks emotional support approval

affection or comfort.

Social interaction observations were collected during the time

peried from late January through March, 1970. Four observers

partIcipated in data collection and coding. .Heliability among

the four observers paired with all partners for at least si2

imultaneous observation periods was calculated. The average,

agreement between all observers on both the otcurance and cate

gory of an act was 93%. When agreement on te.whom the act vas

diretted VAS included, overall agreemen via 85%. These ran-

abilities were considered satisfactory.

School Children

Havi g described the sample and instruments it is now *6

sible to detail the procedures for testing the hypo heses of the

study.

113T- is 1: A Jfontessori prograM -ill increase the has

cognitive and behavioral skills of dined attaged children recut ed

fox educationel achievement. This effect will be greatest if

15



Pe

-ed early (age three

iod of time.

Hypotheol la: The els

ued o r an e te

-idvautaged children will show in-

ed cognitive development.

provement in number concep

ficatory skills

especi lly antici eilm-

al discrimination classi-

nd psycho-notor skills which are epbasize

in the curriculum.

Hypothesis lb: The disadvantaged children

ed attentiveness to task demands.

Mere- are a nunber of analyses which _h uld shed:light on

the validity of Hypothesis 1 and its subparts. rn regard to

long r- effects, it is possible to:examine the performance 0_

children who have been in the school more than one year

f they improve intellectually in relation to their initial

status. The data most relevant to this p :Tit are Sta ford-

Einet sc res which are available at the tegimning and end of

successive years in sacs 1.

The effect of this ye participation on' h- c-gnitive

development of the nursery school children will be examined by

comparing mean performance on the Stamford Binet at the bog

tins and end of the hool year and by a similar analysis o

cre

th
i on

form_nce on the WPSS1 amd He_ 111rPalmer tests. Com.-

these tests can be made f r the stony a whole

as well as for chIldren who are in their first year of school

and children who have itad previous achoOlin

We- are especially int: ted it exaaiimlng the children's

We chose

le which

rforman e on the VPPSI and lierrill-Palmer

WPPSI scales because they
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believe --e emphasized in the Montessori urricu1uin.

treat to the Stanford-Binet, the. VIPPSI y elds standard scores

on performance aspects of growth. -It is in th s area that we

believe the Montessori curriculum should prove effective. Thus

we will be particularly interested in contrasting the results

on the WPP I and Merril'-Palmer tests with th-se of the Stanford-

_i et. Although the Me-rill-Palmer does not yield sep_ ate

scale scores, the content of the test iteMs articulate fairl

well with those of the WPPSI. Thus Ve chose the Herrill-Palmer

for use with the young children in the sample for whom the

WPPS1 was Inappropriate.

essment of children's performance in regard to s h ol

facilitative behaviors comes from a number of sources. Test

and teacher ratings of behavior will be examined f r p ssible

changes from the beginning to the end of the year. In addition,

the Birch procedure will be included in this analy is.

Hypothesis 2: Interaction between middle-.class and disad-

vantaged children will increase as a function of experience in

the program.

Hypothe is 2a There vill be more cross-group social acts

children wi-h longer tenure it the school.

Hypothesis 2b: There w 11 be more cross friendships

among children with longer tenure in the silloo
4

On the basis of the social i ter ction observations, we will

compare the nature and quantity of social interactions exhibited

by the various subgreups -f our saMpie. it will-be possible to

compare th- extent of f iendly and aggre sive interactions on-

the part of children in thet year of s h ol and children

previous scho 1 experience, by social class amd race. In



addit on, the observation procedure %coded to pr duce a

'best friend" score, based on each child's highest frequency of

Interaction with another child. These best friend scores can

he used to assess hypothesis 2b.

ion

'Ste o d-Binet D -a

Stanford-Binet testa h ve been adnim Aid to the chi -

dren at Ancona since the inc ption of the research program

the sdhool. Last year we examined the pe formance of-eleven.

children who were-tested over a period of two year* (September

1967 to June 1969) and found substantially to change in the me

Stanford-Binet scores over the two-year period of sc o 1 atten-

dance. Since the Stanford-Binet has only been administered at

the nurs ry level, we do not have fn ther data on most of t e

children in the group exa ined last year. Eovever, fourteen

children cu rently in the nursery g oup have been tested for two

con eentive years. The mean performance on the S anford-Binet

for this gr

Table 1.

f fourteen children over two years Is shown in

Table 1

Mean Stan d-Binet I.Q.
Children with Two Years

Scores at Four Tine Po
of Attendance at Ancona N

or
0 14)

Time of Test Sept. June , Sept. June
1968 1969 1969 1970

Mean 86 43 94.36 64 92. 7

Stafidard Bev. 10.41 10 95 8.71 13. 0



Au analysis of variance on these data resulta in an F ratio

which is not significan-: at the u ual st t_stical standards. As

was the case last year, performance of children with more than

one year in the school does not support the hypothesis of contin

ued intellectual acceleration. Consistent with other findings

the fl Id is the initi 1 incre: e in I.Q. followed by a slight

decline ox levelling. This pattern found by us, and noted by

Bereiter (1966) and others _ems to be quite general for disad-

vantaged preschool children. First school attendance does lead

to aaste increase in intelligence test performance followed by sub-

stantially no change or decline to initial levels in subseeunt

years.

It is interesting to note that last -ear group had an

initial I.Q. level wh ch was considerably higher than this -Ye

group (96 vs. 86) but at -the end of two ye the performa -e of

both groups is virtually equivalent (94 Vas 93).

Ile believe it appropriate on the basis of these data to

diode that the Montessori preschool experience does not lead to

long increases in cognitive development in disadvantaged

children when assessed by the Stanford-Binet. Initial school

attendance does contribute to an increase in Stanford-Binet p

foraamce, but continuing increases are not to be expected f

subseq ent years in scbool. As we have argued previously

(Strodvlsky & Jensen, 1969) this finding may or may not portend

the a adenic future of the children:. Change on the Stanford-Binet

is clearly not the only aspect of the child which would predict

ultimate school ad u tment and achievement.
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We have further argued th-at

the most appropriate assess ent I

e.Stanford

trument to us

et be

unetion

with the perform--ce,of children in a Montess rt program A

or thrusts seem apparent in the. Montessori curricu

nines the materials Which th: children use on-

Stress is op the development of. matching a d so-

number of ma

lum if one e-

daily basis.

ing skills visual discrimination and visual-motor i t grstion,

eye-hand coordination and tue 4evelop ent of number concepts.-

We posit therefore, at scales more direetl- el-event to

"performanc spects of intelligence may,show more growth In

sample than the Stanfo d-Binet. In this year s research, we have
-

attempted to incorporate an asse sment of such skills by admin-

i tering the Merrill-Palmer and WPPST scales to the children.

After a presentation of the Stanford-Bin t data for this year

sample we will turn to the evide--e regarding outco

Merrill-Palmer and WPPSI scales.

As a general orientatiom to the Stenford4-Binet data

the

r this

year, Table 2 contains the means and standard devis Ions for the

total sample and the social class groups at pre- an 7ost-test

times.

20
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations for Stanford-Binet 1.Q., M.A.,
and C.A. for the Lower-Class and MiOle-Class Children

Attending Ancona Preschool Classes 1969-70

Lower Class
(N.. 29)

Middle Class
(Nu. 29)

Total ( 58)

As is

Time 1

90.76
t 9.71)

116.28
(16.64)

103.52
(18.65)

apparent

T me .2

94.28
(11.84)

122.00
(17.67)

108.14
(20.44)

in Table 2

Time 1

44.69
(11.04)

58.41
(11.01)

51.55
(12.94)

the over

A.
Time 2 Time 1

51.72 48.31
(10.88) (10.09)

68.07 50.14
(10.63) ( 9.22)

59.90 49.22
13.48) ( 9.63)

11 mean I.Q. for

C.A.
Time 2

54.45
(10.63)

56.38
( 9.80)

55.41
(10.18)

the

Head tart sample is considerably below that for the middle-class

comparison group. In a t 0 way analysis of variance the social

class effect on I.Q. produces a highly sig ificant F ratio (p

less than .01). Change overtime from pre- to post-testing is not

significant. S milarlyt mental age differs significantly between

the Headstart and middl 1 ss group, whereas chronological age

shows no difference.

From Table 2 it is apparent that both the lower-class and

middle-class groups experienced a all= ht increase in I.Q. from

the beginning to the end of the school year. However, these i

creases do not it the usual standards of statistical signifi-

cance. Cenerally we find the most apparent increases on Stanfo d-

Binet I.Q. in chi dren in their first year of school. Table 3'

contains the Stanford- inet scores of the sample children by

soci 1 class and year in the school.

2
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Table 3

Means and Standard Dev.ations for Stanford-Binet I.
and C.A. for the Ancona Nursery School Sample, by

Attendance and Social Class*
of

Lower-Class
First Year

Time 1

88.00
(10.11)

I.Q
Tinie 2

95.00
(10.67)

Time 1

36.46.
( 9.19)

M.A.
Time 2

44.23
( 8.11)

Time 1

40.39
( 6.86)

Time

45 77:
6 86:

Middle-Class 114.06 122.18 52.71 63.00 45.88 51.65
First Year (14.86) (18.55) ( 9.37) ( 9.23) ( 8.34) 8.75:

Lower Class 93.00 93.69 51.37 57.81 54.7$ 61.50
Years 2 to 3 ( 9.06) (13.03) ( 7.31) ( 8.94) ( 7.33) ( 7.40:

'Middle-Clas, 119.42 121.75 66.50 75.25 56.17 63.08
Years 2 to 3 (19.10) (17.14) ( 7.70) ( 8.25) ( 6.90) ( 7.03)

Lowe .-Class Fir t 1 ar
17 for Middle-Class First Year
16 for-Lower-Class Years 2 to 3
12 for Middiw-Class Years 2 t

expected, the children in their first year in prechoo1

do show the most gain on the Stanford-Binet. This increase is

ap arent in both the Headstart and middle-class children in their

first year in the program. A two-way analysis of varian e on

these data does resült: in loth a sign ficant time and soot 1

effect for the first year children. Middle-class and Heaa tart

children in their second and third years in the program do not

experience change on the Stanford- inet.

The data in Table 3 leed some support to hypothe is

advantaged children do improve on intelli ence tests after their

ixet school exposure. The fact that the midd -class fir t year

22



children made similar g cont ary to our fin Angs of last

this

gains

y ar. Initial I.Q. levels of the middle-cla_

year and last year a

this year is not appare

Taking the data on cumulative Stanford-Binet performance

shown in Table 1 together with the data on the sample in the nurs-

ery school.this year, a cautious conclusion about the effect of

aamples

ually identical. The reason

preschool experience on cognitive development seems warranted.

We have rather consistently found an initial increase in I.Q.

children in their first yearof 'school exp is is uni-

formly the case for ieadvantaged children and somctnes the case

for advantag 4 children. After the first year of achool, no fur-

ther changes in inte1ligence test performance have been f und.

Workers in many intervention projects have had sim ler findings

and a number of possible explanations have been put forward. It

may w 11 be that gains er first school exposure are due more

to rapport and test offe s (Zigler and Butterfield,1968) than

to cognitive growth. Alternatively, .change may in fact reflect

growth but the curriculum is not sufficiently p werful to do more

than has been accomp

boost intelligence te

hed in the first year of schooling to

rformance, Thun children in preschool

programs do experienet aina and the are main ained while

the children are still in the pr gram ee Crottberg, 1969). A

third possibility le that there are limitations within the child

himself which place cel ing on the amount of change to be

pected in general intelligence. Thus nurture an enhance the
6

child's performance up to a p int but biological lImIts still

operate as a limit an ttAe process,

23
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Regardless of the proper explanation or combination of

explanations for these data, it is still very clear that the

ultimate concern must lie with t v child's academic achieve-

ment and eventually his functioning as an adult in the society.

Furthermore from a curric liar point of views evaluation must

be tied closely to the processes which are emphasized in the

curriculum. The ubiquitous uSe of ,seneral intelligence tests

has probably severely limited our understanding of curricular

variations and their differential impact.

In an attempt to come closer to a sensitive evaluation of

the $ontessori cur iculum administered Merrill-Palmer and

WPPSI scales to the nursery . children at Ancona. The former was

administered to young children (under age f ur) and the lat

to children age four and older. Results for children given the

WPFSI are presented in Table 4 for the l social class g oupue

24



Lower-Class

(No 21)

Middle-

Class

(Nu 26)

tal

Means

2

Table 4

nd Standard Deviations of 1PPS1 I.Q. and Performance Scales,

or the Ancona Nnrsery Sample, by Social Class (112 47

Per ormance

Time 1 Time 2

87.67 94.71

(9 13 ) (9.74)

ti

4.49 001

Arithmetic

Time 1 Time 2

7.43 9.00 3.83 005

(2.36) (2.43)

101.27 114.31 4.66 001 10.11 11.69 2.98 01

(18.59) (3.72) (2,80)

95,19 105.55 5.34 001 8.91 10.49 4 2

(16.59 ) (18.05)

Mazes

the 1 Time

3.43) q.94

Animal Rouse

lime 1 Time 2

7 71 9,38

(2 49) (1.94)

10.08 11.81

(3.70) (300)

3.79 005 :

2.40 02

001 9.02 10 72 3.54

(3.40) ( 25

Geometric Design Block esigl

Time 1 Time 2 t p Time 1 Time 2

1 owerG1sss 8.24 8.62 1.41 N , 8-43 9.57 1.63 NIS. 8.67

(2 14) (2,13) (2.69) (3.31) (2.50)

Middle- 10,04 12.23 5.21 001 9.27 11,62 3.31 005 11.19

Class (3.73) (5076) (3 85) (2.83) (3.20)

Thta.l 9 23 10.62 4 79 001 8.89 10.70 3 62 001 10.06

(3.22 ) (3 60 3,38) (3.19) (3.14)

ompu d using pa edcomparison method,

10.48

(1.83)

13.31 3 53 0 5-

(3.27)

001

12 04 4.71 0 7.!

(3.05
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As is evident from Tab e 4, the children given the WPPSI do

show 'considerable change on this instrument in marked contrast to

their performance on the Stanford-Binet, Again we find marked

social class differences which are statistically signif cant but

in this cane time of tes ing also p oduces a significant effect

in a two way analysis of variance. Prorated Perfor ance

Arithmetic, Animal House' and Block Design show significant

changes for each of the socita-class groups and for the combined

sample. On Geometric Design and Mazes, only the middle-class

children show a signi icant sain. We were particularly interested

in admini tering this instrument because if it is se sitive to the

emphases of the Montessori curriculum we would expect change on

the part of b th the disadvOntaged and middle-class children. We

believe the data in Table 4 generally indicate a systematic pro-

gram effect in evidence for the children.

We selected the specific scales of the WPPSI on a number of

bases. The Arith etic scale was chosen because of the stress on

number concepts in the Montessori math curriculum and the con-

siderable number of ma erials available for the development of

arithmetic skills such as the various number bead exercises.

should be noted that the Arithmetic scale is not used in calcu-

lating prorated Performance I.O. but rather is a subscale in the

Verbal I.Q. on the WPPSI. Animal House is a visual matching t- k;

the curriculum provides many experiences in matching and sorting

for the children. Block Design is the c pYing -f de-igns made

with blocks. Most items are presented with a model in front of

the child, the most difficult items are a Ifieture of a design to

be made from blocks. Wechsler considers Block Design to be

,27
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... a sorting on well as a perceptual motor t k. (WPPSI

Manua 1967). We believed the children's experience with a

variety of block and puzzle games, with sorting tasks and

with geometric insets would facilitate their pe formance on

Block Design. G ometric Design involves dra ing geometric

figures from a model. We believed this scale would mea ure

the children's skills in eye-hand coordination and the use of

the pencili as w ll as drawing upon the many materials which

geometric designs such as drawing insets. We gave the

Mazes scale in order to have enough scales to compute a per-

formance I.Q. and because we believed it would measure eye-

hand coordination and use of the pencil. In a dition, we ret-

ognized that Mazes does tap spatial visualization skills an

area which is not necessari y emphasized in the Montes ori cur-

riculum.

Evidently the curriculum as experienced by the lower-class

children wee not as effective as we hypothesized in developing

fine motor, use of pencil skill , as witnessed by their non-

significant change on the Mazes and Geometric Design scales.

t may be that alth ugh these scales tap eye-hand coordination,

they go beyond that to measure such abilities as spatial visuali-

zation and directional concepts which are not well-developed in

'the disadvantaged children. It might also be that the children

are not utilizing the particular materials available in these

areas, but through self-selection of activities a e concentrating

elsewhere (See Karlson, 1970, in preparation).

It should be recalled that most of the child en who received

the WPPSI were above four yeirs of age. The Manual specifies
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that the lower age limit ahould be cloge to four years but

that bright children below this age will be testable. In gen-

eral, we only gave the WPPSI to children below four years if

they seemed c mfortable in the test situation and able to per-

form. The deci ion was based on examiner's judgments of the

children. As noted in our description of the sample, more of

the middle-elas first-year children were closer to four than

the lower-class first-year children. Taking both chr nologi-

cal age and social class into account resulted in the fact

that many more first-year middle-class children received the

WPPSI than did fir t-year lower-class children. Thus most

of the lower-class children in Table 4 are second to third

year in school, whereas the middle class group shown in Table

4 is a more even mixtvre of children from first through third

year in school.

Of special interest to us is whether change on the WPPSI

will be evident in nhildren who are beyond their first year in

school. We have noted that such change is mo t unusual on the

Stanford-Binet, and have argued that this may be the case be-

cause the Binet does not a ticulate well with the curricul r

emphases of the school. If our contention is correct that the

WPPSI is a closer measure of school objectives, change should

be evident for children beyond their first year in school. A

so, we are sure that the

older group, whereas

spuriously as the in

ineasure is valid for the children in the,

e of the you., er children m y show ch h

al estimates maY have been too low if the

as in tact _oo difficolt hem. Tahle 5 contains the

dard deviations tor-tho sem le split

ial class and year- the program.
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Table 5

Means and Standard Deviations of MST Lg. and Performance Scales

for the Ancona Nursery Sample, by Social Class and Year in Program (N m 47)

LC Year 1 (NR5)

Performance 1.Q.

Time 1 Time 2

82.60 98,60

Mean Age 45.6 (8.88 ) (7.40)

LC Year N=16) 89.25 93.5

Mean Age 2 54.8 (8.89) (10.26)

MC Year 1 (N1114) 92.86 107.64

Mean Age n 53.4 (18.E) (19.78)

MC Year 2 (Nr12) 111.08 122.08

Mean Age n 56.3 (14.01) (14,16)

tl

6.23 <005

2.28 <05

3.75 <005

3.55 <005

Arithmetic

Time 1 Time 2 t

8.00 8.80 776

(1,58) (3.11)

7 25 9.06 3.85

(2,57) (2.29)

8 43 11.14 2.79

(3.65) (2.98)

12.08 12,33 2

(2.81) (2.54)

Mazes

Time 1. Time 2 t p

Geometric Design

Time 1 Time 2

LC Year 1 (NR5) 7 60 8.60 1.60 N. 6.60 8.80

Mean Age 45,6 (2 51) (1.14 (2.61) (3 42)

LC Year 2 (Ne16) 8.44 8.63 .19 N, 9 00 9.81

Mean Age 54.8 (2.06) (2.39) (2.53) (3.35)

MC Year 1 (N.114) 8.71 11,14 5.03 <001 8.21 10.86

Mean Age 53.4 (3.67) (4.06) (3.40) (2,77)

MC Year 2 (1012) 11.58 13.50 3.62 <005 10.50 12.50

Mean Age 56.3 (3.29) 3 06) (4 12) (2.75)

30

1.52

1.02

3.01

1 82

p

Animal House

Time 1 Time

N.S. 8.00 10,40 2,42 <10

(2 55 ) (1.67)

<005 7 63 9,06 2.51 <025

(2 55) (1.95)

<025 8.86 10,71 1.73 N.S.

(3.90) (4.16)

N.S. 11.50 13.08 1.93 10

(3.00) (2.71)

Block Design

Time 1 Time 2

N.8. 7 40 11.20 3.92 <025

(2.61 ) (1.30)

N.S. 9 06 10.25 2 29 05

(2 41) (1.95)

<01 9.79 12.50 3.04 401

(3.17) (3.84)

410 12.83 14.25 2,22 <05

(2,44) (2.26)



As can be seen from Table 5, all groups show si n ficant

chang- on the pror ted performance I.Q. from the begi ning to

the end of the school year. The disadvantaged children in

their second and third years of preschool change significanrly

on Arithmetic, Animal House and Block Design the same result

which was obtained for the combined lower-class sample. The

middle-class first-year group shows significant change on all

scales with the exception of Animal House,Which is near sig-

nificant. The lack of change on this scale seems to be ac-

counted for by extreme variability in the performance of the

group on this sorting task. The second-year middle-class group

sho s significant change on Mazes and Block Design.. Thes change

for this group on Geometric Design and Anim 1 House approaches

significance. The older middle-clses children clearly do not

experience

may lie i-

this group

Change on the Arithmetic -cale. The reason for this

the nature of the Arithmetic scale. Raw scores for

indicate mastery of all the items which are concrete

(pre ented with blocks etc.) Difficulty arises when the items

are read to the child and are word problems. The Montessori

terials

younger

initial

_o not really teach such skills at this level. The

children and lower class children improve because their

achievement bel this cutting point in the scale.

Taken together, the results s own in Table 5 seem to suppo

a program effect which is demonstrable using the WPPSI. Thin

cl:- ly the case for the di advantaged children in later years

of preschool who do show change in some of these performance

measures wh le not 'changing on the Stanford-Bine .The middle-

class first-year children seem to have sjiown growth on both the

32.
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WPPST and the Stanford-Binet and the mid0 older chil-

drezi have shown some change on the WPPSI, but it is not

dramatic as for the lower-class children.

Consldering the fact that the WPPSI is only a rough attempt

to measure the specific objectives of a Montessori cur iculum

and is certainly not tailor-made for the -ituation, these data

suggest the fruitfulness of further evaluation attempts along

these lines.

Research on the effects of the Montes ori curriculum has

been rather limited numberof workers were similarly i

terested in verbal and performance outcomes. (See Berger, 1968

as illustrative.) To our knowledge, the WPSSI has not been ad-

ministered in ally previous studies. However Bereiter (1967)

administered the ITPA and Wide Range Achievement tests to a g oup

of middle-class children. In a comparison _f_ the Monte 'o-i cur-

riculum and the Direct Verbal Instruction method, he found few

differences. He concluded:

The differences between groups are minute and
contrary to the expectation that the contrast
ing verbal and nonverbal treatMents given the
two groups would be reflected positively in
ITPA subtest changes. It appears from the
present results that Montessori trained chil-
dren do not do better on non-verbal tasks.ka
se, but only on non-verbal tasks that have a
minimum of conceptual content.

It should be recalled th t his sample consisted of bright iddle-

class children. It may also be the case that the ITPA does not

tap the most salient aspects of non-verbal performance developed

in the Montessori curriculum.

Berger (1969) did an extensive cemparisen of Hontessori and

traditionallY t ained pre-school disadvantaged children. She

33
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hyp thesized as we have that the Hontessori trained children

would show improvement in the perceptual a-ea, especially

visual-analytic and visual-motor integration skills. Cener-

aily, her findings for fou and five-year olds tend to sup-

po t her hypothesis. She says

With respect to perceptual t-aining trends
the public school and community center studies
concurred. Results in each case consistently
discriminated in favor of the Montessori
trained children, in support of the hypothesis,
and at both age levels investigated (Berger,
1969, p. 49)

Of the perceptual tests she used, the Monte -o-i children

showed supdrior petforoa c_ on a Block Design task, and so e

groups showed superi r perfor a ce on Mannikin (from.the W SC),

and a puzzle. Of intrest her finding that the low achiev-

ers seemed to benefit the most from the perceptual training

emphasis. Differences in favor of the Montessori t __ined chil

dren in the perceptual area were still present after two years

of schooling as evidenced by certain scales on the Frostig Bat-

te y. In contrast to the perceptual area, eognitive tasks did

not showa systematic trend in favor of the Montessori group.

Results were mixed, but where differences pertained they tended

t- falior the traditional kindergarten, pro-ram. Berger's find-

ings and ours tend to be consistent. On the basis of our find-

ings in the nursery sample and similar findings for-the WISC

with the older children in the elementary program (See Part II)

believe this line of in uiry should be followed further.

Since th_ WPFSI was not age-appropriate for all of the chil-

dren in the Ancona sample the Merrill-Palmer was administered

to chi dren younger than four years of a$e in an

34
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mance aspects of the children s growth.

The results of the administration of the Merrill-Palmer are

showwin Table 6. A total of twenty-three young children were

given the Merrill-Palmer scale. The average age at first test-

ing for the children was approximately forty menths. There was

no age difference between the lower and middle-class children

who receivqd the errill-Palmer.

Table 6

Means and Standard Deviati ns for Merrill-Palmer I.Q., M.A.
Percentile Rank fox-the Young Children at

and

Ancona Nursery by Social Class (N=$23)

I.Q. M.A. Percenti e Rank
Tine 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2

,

,e)wer Class 108.42 118.67 44.25 54.58 69.08 81.33
(N0,12) (11.84) (14.46) (8.80) (8.98) (18.90) (11.44)

Lddle Class 129.45 134.00 51.36 61.09 86.82 94.00.
(11) (22.27) (16.28) (8.88) (7.03) (16.86) (7.48

ptal 118.48 126.00 47.65 57.70 77.57 87.65
(20.27) (16.92) (9.37) (8.59) (19.75) (11.38)

As can be seen in Table 6 the Merr 1-Palmer performance of

these children did show improvement from the beginning to the enct

of the year.. The change for the lower-class childrenand the

total sample is s atistieally significant beyond .01. The middle-

class young children showed some improvement, but'the change i

not statistically significant. These children are the bulk of

thw- first year group we e-aMinedAn r latioi to the WPPSI where

they did exhibit. significant _flange.: The lack of change on the

-rill-Palmer seams due to. -ceiling e- 44s-in this-

tial level in very high and the sc
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enough difficult items for them to show much improvement. This

fact ia supported by their post-test percentile, rank of 94 ac-

companied by a gr at decrease in the standard deviation at post

test time.

We administered almost the entire Merrill-Palmer scale to the

children, eliminating the vocabulary scale. The tee- does not

provide for subtest scores, but we have examined the perfor ance

of the children on various aspects of the test to see if some

areas show more improvement than others. Unfortunate y the teet

does not contain any scales pe taining to nutbet or arithme ic

However, the lower-class children show most improvement On items

which are puzzles or puzzle-like Mare and Foal ,Pictu e Pnztlea

and Form Board), and on Matching, Peg Board, Buttoning, and Geo-

metric Designs. The transfer from the curriculum seems apparent

in considering these tests. Least improvement is apparent on

the Pink Tow Pyramids, and Mannikin items. The first two are

both block building items and Mannikin is a body-part puzzle.

As with the WPPSI we feel that the Merrill-Palmer was tap-

ping more of the skills which develop through t_e Montesso-i ex-

perience. The over-all level of performance of the lowerclass

children on this test is very hi h, but the n s are old and

therefore caution is necessary, in interpreting the absolute

figures.

All test da a which pertains to Hypoth sis La has now be n

presented and discussed. In aumma y, it seems apparen rom

these data that the Montessori-curriculum i more Towe f l in

the performance than verbal areas. Generally, we have found

,Yet
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f attendance at Ancona. After the first year of schooling

change is not usually in evidence and continuing childre

level off or show slight declines in Stanf-rd-Binet I.Q. after

their first year of school. Our findings on the WPPSI and

Merrill-Palmer support the contention that the Montess ri cur-

riculum is more effective in the performance areas. We have

seen change on these measures for children in their first year

of school and for children in subsequent years.

We would predict that a test battery which con ained an

even broader spectrum of measures which tap the curricular

phases would show an even ,clearer picture of this sort. Un-

fortunately, _e do not know wheth r the performance erphasis

the curriculum will be faci itative of school success for th_

children in the long run. On the basis of the follow-up data

now available to us, and the acknowledged v rbal emphasis of

most later schooling, we do not anticipate much pay-off for the

children. One then must ask whether the program in the early

years should be supplemented -ith a more language-oriented com-

ponent or if it is possible to restructure elementary level in-

truction to capitalize on the performance area strengths

the Montessori nursery graduates.

Having discussed the intellectual measures for the 0 mple,

we will now turn to Hypothesis lb which deals with other behav-

iors which may be facilitative of school success. In this con-

nection, teacher and tester ratings of behaviot a d the behavior

analyzed using the Hertzig-Birch procedure are 'ef intere t.

Test_end_TeaeherRatinga

In past years' research at Ancona, particularly 1965-66,

37
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number of characteristics rated by the testers and teachers

e e found to change significantly over the year for Headstart

children (Jensen and Kohlberg, 1966). The ratings which deal

primarily with task orientation showed the most change and sonic

showed a correlati n with intel igence test change scores. In

particul r Distractibility WaS found to be very high among the

entering Headstart children and to show a notice ble decline,

particularly for children who showed an increase in I.Q. on the

Stanford-Binet.

Our findings last year (Stodolsky and Jensen, 1969) were in

marked contrast to the previous findings at Ancona. The most

salient aspects of our findings last year were: the middle

class comparison group and bhe Heads art children were highly

similar on test and teacher ratings 2) the first-year children

were most simil ; 3) ratings were generally uncorrelated with

performanèe on the Stanford-Binet; and 4) few changes occurred

on the ratings from the beginning to the end of the school year.

We have performed a nutber of- an lyses on teat and teacher

ratings in order to assess the initial status of our group and

pos-ible ch nges which would occur as a result-of attendance at

Ancona. In particular, we have compared the Headstart children

with the middle-class compa ison group at beth'time points to

see if the groups differ. Next we have examined the groups

separately at Time 1 and Time 2 to see if there is change over

time. In addition we have correlated te and teacher ratings

with each other and with intelligence test p rf rmance.

It should be recalled that the

conjuncti n with the admi

ters ratings were made in

o d-Binet This
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yea 011 children were tested by the same examine one of

three) at both ti es so that the ratings for each child were

made by the same person at Time 1 and Time 2. Teacher ratings

of classroom behavior were made at approximately the same time

that the intelligence tests were administered.

The testers rated fifteen characteristics of the test be-

havior of the children during the administration of _he Stanford-

Binet. The teachers rated twelve characteristics of the chil-

dren with respect to their classroom behavior. The s ales can

be categorized broadly into two d ma characteri-tics deal-

ing witk-t* k. orientation and characteris ics dealing with social

relationships, pareicularly relationhips to adults. In the early

research at Ancona, the ratings dealing with task or entation

have shown the most change and have been considered most impel

tent in terms of facilitating intellectual change. The few

changes found last year were also on ratings in the task orien-

tation area.

The ratings which fall under the general category of task

or-entation are: Distractibility, Activity Level, Speed of

Response-Ve bai, Speed of Response-Performance, Initiative wi h

Materials Self...Confidence on Tasks, Persistence, Reacti n to

FailUre, Sense of Intellec ual Challenge, and Willingnes to Con-

tinue. The scales dealing with social relationships to the adult

are: Pear of Adulto:Social Initiative-Adult Communication- of

Affect, and Compliance with Adult. The Ve balization scale which

refers to understandability of speech cannot be placed in either

-f these general categories.

Table 7 contains the means and øtandrd devia



Table 7

Ratings by Teetere and Teachers lor the Ancona Sage.

by Social Claes Length of Attendance and Tim

Lower.Class

Total

(N 0 29)*

Time 1

Lower4less

First-Year

(N m 1411'
;

Time 1 Time 2

S D, M. S.D. M. S.D.

.etibility 5 7 2 1 '5.4. 2 i. 4.3- 1./ 4.1 1 , i 2

ty, LeveV, 4.5 2.0, 3 7 2 0 4.8: 1,5 4.8 1.9 . , 4.0

ot'kesponse.:.Verbal 5.0 2.0', 5.6 , '149 4.2 1.6 -' 445 1.7 642 2.2 5,7 *
of Sespenei-Perferi 4.0 1.6 346. 1 5 3.6 1.4' ', 1.6,,: 1.6 4.4

tiative-les( Materitli 3.9 2.1 1.7 2,2 .4.1, 1,,7 40, ,, 47 4 0
,
2.6

onfidence on Taske, ,:4,5 2,4 54.2 2,1 4.8 ,.1.6, '5.0 . 1,5 , 4 4 2.6,

IiiittenEe ,, ,'
, 5,7 1.9 6.1

: 1.6. :5.0, '1,5'' ,.,4,1 , LI ,5 4 2.4

eetion tb Failure 24 1.9 24 2.2 '..2.3:: 148 '2.8:,1,6 2 5 2.2
..:

Seise of Intillectuat,Challen e 6,0 1.8 6.1 103 4.7 ., 1.5 ',4.3I , 1.5 6.5 212,

Willingness' to 'Continue 5.5 2.1 5 8 242 441' ,2.0' 4,6 2,1 ,:.5,7

carof A.,1.

, 4.,: ,

dult

.

J , 4,6 1.8 3.7 , 2..2 3.4: .1.9 3.4 '. 1.9 : 4,5' 2.1 3,8
,.

tiCW Initiative with Minh 4.6 2.3 4.5 2.8.... 4.5 1.6 4.4 ,,1,6 ',' 4.1 2,8 4.1

COmptintit,tion'of Affect
, 1.6 1.9 _...1.9 -,,,2...1L _ .4.1 :.1.3, 4.1_ s1.1..._ ,,,3.0s, 1.,7_ ,.. 3.4 -,

Eiiiiiitl'ee. 'w-iiii_ AdUlt- 54 1.1" 5.5 ,1.5 4.5 .1.4 445 1,1, 505 2,1 :$0
4.:.,..,

4ibi1izitiov 5.4 2,1 4.9 244 2.7 2.2 2.1 ,1 6 5,9 2.4, .6.4T:

,Nz

Dietractibi1it

Ctivity Level

f4tiative,C1as o m Materi

ialf-,COnfidence on Tasks

ersistence

Reection to Failure

4nne -Of Intellectual Cha1leng.

r, cif Actuit
.with Adult

linaunication'of Affect

r Ratinks

5,3 1.9 513 1.9 419 1 7 4-,.9H 1.8 5.3 216 5.3

3.9 1.8 3,7 1.6 3.7 1 6 3.7 1.3 3,4 14 311

8 3.8 2.0 4.7 1.8 3.8 1.7 4,3 1.8 3,3 2.7 4.7

5.1 2.0 5.1 2,0 5 1 1.7 4.5 1.8 4.3 2.4 5.2

5 3 1.4 5.6 1.5 5 5 1.2 5.0 1.0 5.9 0.8 6.0

3.9 2.1 4.0 2.7 4,4 2,0 5.0 1.6 3.0 2.3 3,9

5,5 2.3 5 8 2.0 5.1 1.7 4.9 147 5.8 3,0 6.4

4.1 2.1 3.7 2 7 3.5 2.0 3 1 1.7 4.4 2.6 4,3

4.4 1,4 4.3 1,5 4.0 1.2 3 5 1.2 4.9 1.9

3,7 1,8 4,1 1,8' 3.5 1,6 3,1 1.3, 3.5 2.4

5.5 1.3 5,7 1,0 5,1 1,1 5,2 1.9 5.9 1.2

5,2 2,6 4.3 2.7 2.7 2'0 2.3 141 6.4 32

sters' ratings are as shown. For teacher C total 24 MC tot

tkation e k



LowerClass

2 to 3 Years

(N 16)

Middle-0ms

2 to 3 fears

(N 12)

te 1 Time 2 Time 1 Time 2 TIme 1 Time 2

S.D. fl,

1 9

1.7

1.9

1 9

1 1

2.4

1.3

1.8

112

1.8

1. 3

2 .8

4,4

5.1

4.6

3,5

5.1

5 1

4 6

2 6

4.8

4,9

3.6

4.5

4.3

4.5

5.2

3.6

4.2

4.5

5.3

5.0

5.2

3.2

3 7

3.5

3 5

2 8

S.D. M, S.D. M S D,

2 1 5 3 1.8 4.9 2 2

2.0 4 8 1,7 3,9 1.8

1.7 4.1 1.2 5 5 2.0

1 6 3 6 1.3 3 3 1.0

1.5 3.9 1,7 4.3 2.0

1.2 4.5 2.2 5.2 1.8

1.3 6.0 1.4 6.3 1,4

1.8 1.6 1.6 2.1 1.8

1.5 5.7 1.3 6.3 1.1

2.5 5,3 1.9 5.8 2.3

2.1 4.7 1.5 3.5 2.1

1.9 5 1 1,8 4.8 1.6

1 7 4 1 2.0 4.4 1.8

1.3 4.9 1.6 5.3 1.4

1.9 5.1 2.2 3.6 1.7

2.0 5.4 1.5 5,3 1 5

1.5 4.2 1.8 4.1 1.6

1.9 4.1 1.6 4.7 1.7

1.9 5.6 1.6 5,1 2.0

1.0 5.0 1.5 5.4 0.9

1.5 4.4 2.0 4.1 2.4

1.9 5 3 1,9 5.5 1.8

1.7 9 1.9 3 4 2.5

1 2 4.2 1.0 4.1 1.4

1.6 3 8 1.5 3 9 1 4

0.7 5.3 1.3 5,4 0.7

2.2 4.6 2.2 3,6 2.2

H.

4,2

4.5

4 1

3,5

4.4

4.7

5.0

2.5

4.2

4.0

3.0

4.2

3.6

4.5

1.5

5.3

3.3

3,5

5.3

5.1

4.3

4.4

2 7

3 9

3.2

5,0

2.0

1-7 .3.8

1.3 4 A".

1.7 '4,3:

.1.4- 3.7

1.4

1.5

1,6 3.8

2.0 3.1

1.5.4 3,6

1,8 .4,2 ,

1.6 3 3
.

1.5 4,3

1,5..

1.2 4 7

0,7, 1.6

1" 6 :,;DiatfaCtihi.1ity...

1.9

L. 7.: -.8p".40:"..::;.:ef.:14el)..aiietq...e.t °trip
1,7. laiti4tiVe4eat;,-Natiriali

1.9

0.9 -:..P.erale.t:eace.:

1,2 Re'ac'tientq,:r,atlure

Senae._.:Af Intellectual C..411eugt

1.6 i111ngncse to Continue '

1. 8 re..atet'AdUlt,

1 .1 Soti.a1,:,..Initiative' wlth Adult

1. 7... ..tatnitititcatio.4...,-,,ef.:Affeci...,'._

1 0 'Coeipliettee,-..:With .4dUlt:

0,8 17.ethalizati.o0

Teacher Ratim

L 5 4.3 Li Diattictilli.lity

1.4 3 -9 1.1 Activity Level

1,2 40.3 1,6 laitiativc..-clesarootk Materiels

1,4
. 40. 1.6 Se1f-Cpftlildeace..00askY

1.2 4,7 1.9 -PerpiateUCU

1.5 4.9 . 1.1 Reactieu

2.0. 4.6 1.5 hue°. of latelleCtUil: C4114

1.9 3,1 1.8 Fear. ',OUAdUlt

.1. 3 3.3 1.1 Sociallaitigive 'with Aduit

1,4 24 0 7 CotamuniCati*ef Af feet

4.9 1,0 toipliApti-Ifth' Adult

1,4 1.6 0.8 Vethalia*ti"



-te ate= and t

-ciaes,:amples and for-thes-

Aance-0 'Per the total middle.- and lowerciasa

four stalen :show significant differences. Beth

and -ch ra tings of ihe lower-class Childre- -V- bali7

zation pl ce them below the middle-class Ei4mplO on understand

ability of speech. The speech of the lower-class sa-

characterized as "adequate, there are erro

till easily-understood." n all other te

are no significant diffet-- ce. b tween

The. te7sters ratings yield thy e other

Testers rated the lower-class childr

b t speech is

her ratings there,

he groupti -at Time I.

as

tnificant'diffetence

ignifi_antly, more

.distractible; the level of the rattng indicat _nQrmal atten-_

tiveness with some tendency for the children's attention to

wand r. The tester ratings on S nse of Int llectual

lenge characterized the 1 ver--lass children as expending ap-

propriate levels of effort On proble- but pos ibly_m re coin,

fortabie with easy tasks. The last diff -enee at Itupe 1 was. sn-

the Fear of Adult &dale. Th- Readstart children were rated as_

.ieither confident nor fearful" whereas the middle-class chil-

dren were ether --nfident."

When the ratings are examined .by year i :pro ram,. a few more

differences .emerge The first-year Ileadstart:children differ.-

from the middle-ciass comparison group en five testers. -ratinge

and one teacher rating. Again',.' both ters- and, teachers' rat-

inga of these children differ en Verb iizaticin_ In- additioni

testers rated these childr-t more Distr.. ctibie, -lo- er n

aponse to Verbal Items, lower on Sense of inteiled ual Ch lien e



(but neither g_oup exhibits a hl h level of challenge), and

more Expressive of Aff t (but with self-contr 1).

These differences.at Time 1 for the firstyear children

lie mostly in the area of task orientation measures and are not

overwhelmingly. The entering children are more similar to one

another _n most scales than different with the clear exception

of Verbalization a finding whichhas replicated every year In

our rese-ax,ch. ah fact that most,dtfferences were in tester

ratings rather than teacher ratings is not easily explained.

Similarly, the Headatart children in their second and third

years in school at Time I were rated more poorly on Verbaliza-

tion than the middle-class group by the testers and teachers.

They are also significantly different from their middle-class

counterparts on the testers'.ratings of Sense of Intellectual

Challenge (less challenged by hard tasks) and Fear of Adult

(neither confident nor fearful versus rather confident). Other-

wise the two groups are highly similar on tester and teacher

tings.

Generally, then, at the beginning of the school year the

Headstart and middleclass children were seen as highly similar

in t respects. Nierbal.A.zation ratings are a marked exception

to this, and such differences have been found repeatedly in our

research. Teacher ratings showlfewe'r differences than tester

ratings; and first-year children show more differences than the

older children. (It -hould be recalled that the last year's

fi st-year group sho ed few differences between the social

classes and these are most of this year's older group.)

Having looked at the initial status of the children as

4 5



reflected in the ratings the next question of intere t is

whether these r tings of the children change from the begin-

ning to the end of the school yea . For the total sample, few

changes meet the usual levels of statistical significance. The

lower-class total group changes on the testers ar of Adult

scale, becoming more confident. The dle.-class total sample

changes on the testers' _ating of Per

persistent. 0 herwise the group.means from Ti

are quite similar.

When the children's ratings are examined by year in program,

both the lowev-dlass and middle-class,.-fir ear children show'

no significant changes on the rating scales. Some changei are

ident in the older childrA. Ihe older_ Headstart children

a e rated some h t slower to respond to verbal items at the end

of the year, and the testersT ratings of heir speech show

marked improvement. Teacher ratings 'of Verbalization for this

group also show improvenent but the change does not reach a

statistically significant level. Middle-class older children

change on the Persistence scale in the direction of more per-

sistence. Although few changes oceur for each group in the

sample which are statistically significant, an inspection of

social-clais differences.at Time 2 reveal_ more differences be-

tween the groups than were extant- at Time 1. .Thus shifts with-
_

in ea h groep have oceurr d so that they are less similar to one.

arrother Time 2.

In regard to the lirst-year children,,bo h teache- and
0 .

testers- ratings on Ve-balization still show aignifitant soc- 1-

cla-- 4ifferences; the mean ratings for hoth groups. show

-1.16 --



iiprovement but he relatiVe superiority-o

children is till, Ores nt. Ho,ather teachers3_

'ddie-c a

_ , _

4roup shoW-social-class dif_erences. There ard'eocial-class
.

differenceein .the testers ratingsatTlme2. The-lower-class
,

__-

children are-still seen as liOre Distractible an&experienCing,',

less,.Sense of Intellectual dhailehgethfan the, comparison youhl,s,

sters at Time 2. In addition, testers place thelower-clas

children

tically)

,

as moreactive as more-assertive perhaps uniealis-

on the Self-Confidence scale- is More upset by,f ilv
--

on the Reaction to Failure scale,-ahd as'less-compliant with

adults. The levels of thes ainWare not-extreme, but the

differehtes generally: would-be charhet

middle-class thildren. I is-inedestin

changes are due to a shift in the rating

"ea favoring the'

oAt f these

the lower-class

children and not to a shift in the middle-class children, al-

though this not uniformly the case.

The older children Ti-e 2 agaih show ociai- a di

erencea Verbalization ratingS by

is the case even though the lower -c

signif cantly Nerbalization. Th

tinue d lo e on Sense

Time 2 by th addition,

place

class

he lower-clas h

but his d

area on ike pa

children-0

this

d ter

n s

achers and testers. VI

ass children-did improve

lo er-clas childten con7

of. IntellectUal Challenge at

both, teachers and testers-

lesa persistent_than the middle-

*ice is acchunted'for by the growth

-h_ middle-class children ancin t

-ation,in the Headstart children.

In add Igiffil the testers, raping-on WIllingnes s to Continue_
,

_Om A- social- lass difference but the level ings for,,both-:



groups on this scale seem acceptable. The teachers character-

is- the Headstart children as somewhat more expres ive of af-

fect than the comparison children, again the level of ratings

for the groups seem within aeceptable limits.

take our general findings on the ratings te indicate a

airly high degree of similarity between the children in the

Ancona classrooms. Somewhat m re differences by social class

are evident in the irst-year children, especially by,the end

of the year than in the older children.

do not seem to indicate much cha ge in hool-related behaviors.

This may be a function of the fact that the initial levels for

Overall these ratings

he children generally are within the desirable limits of the

.sesles.

It is _nteresting that both this.year and last year, there

were more similarities on these scales than differences. Last

year we found little relationship between the ratings and intel

ligerce test performance, a finding which raised questions about

the validity of the ratings as predictive of.cognitive function-

ing. This year we have also attempted to exa-ine the _onsist-

ency _f the ratings bet-een teachers and testers and their rela-

ti-nship to the I.Q. measures.

In regard to ratings by teachers and testers -e find -some

scales do show consistency across these groups. In particular,

Verbalization ratings are quite consistent when cemparing teacher

and tester judgments (r10.625 at Time 1, .579 at Time 2) and Social

Initiative with Adults also shows -ignificant positive correla

tiens at Time 1 and Time 2. There IA also-an indication of con-

Latency on the ratings -f Sense of Intellectual Challen _-d

48



C mmunication o

significa

ificant p sitive cor

Affect (at Time 1 Ally). Activity level shows

Tim 21)

Ti e 2 .428 n other

and tester ratings is

tive correlation

elation,et

tales the.cor elations betwe n reacher

_ear zero. It is interesting that there is more- ay.-- ment in

the area o social relationsh ps-thAn

tatio_ scales.

In _ur previous work

rat ngs and Sta ford-Bine

correlations

total sample.. At Time 1,-- four o

-a-significant' correlation with I.

Distractibility, Sense of Intellec

and Verbalization. The teachers-

Big-

there is on the task orien

fou d little relation hip be ween the

oup eparately.

evel when 'examined for

Currently

eacji

wa.,have examined

tween ratings and StanfordBinet I.Q. for our:

the fifteen tester

level These scales,are

he

ho

ual Challenge Fear Adult

ratings of Verbalization and

Social Initiative witt, Adults also show a correlation with I.Q.

I tel-At Time 2, testers' ratings of Persiste ce, Sense

lectual Challe ge, Compliance and Verbalization show significant

correlations th I.Q. Tea'chers' ratings of Persistence, Sens'e of

Intellectual Challenge, Initiative with Cleo oo Materi let Fear

f Af-

fect and Verbalization all show significant correlations with

Time 2 Binet I.Q. Th se results lend some support to the con-

tention that at least some of these rating scales are indicator

of behaviors related to cognitive achievements is clear th t

the scales-on which both the teachers and testers are consi tent,

also the more likely to correlate with intelligence test per.

of Adult Social Initiative with Teacher Communication

ance. Thus we see such relationships ope
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Persi tence, Sense of Intellectual Challenge1 Vetbalization,

and Social lniti tive with Adults.

Although there is reason to assume some validity in these

scales the finding of little change on them tends to suggest

few changes in the children on these indi ators of school-

facilitative behaviors. To the extent that this is a valid

picture, it appears primarily to be a function of high initia

similarity among the children. In addition to the ratings

have examined the children'_ behavior during the administrat

of the Stanford Binet using the measures of respon-iveness to

cognf i-e demands developed by Hertzig and Birch.

these data now to see whether we can find consi tency in this

behavioral area.

We turn t

Birch Procedure_

The Birch Procedure is another set of measures which assesses

tack orientation in children. Last year we used a modification

of the o iginal system developed by the Univer ity of Ha aii

Headstart Evaluation and Resear h Center. The main feature of

that modification was that it utilized only the final re ponse

gives hy the child to each item in the Rtan ord-Binet administra-

tiono This year, have abandoned the Hawaii modific tion, and

gone hack to the original procedu e developed by Hertzig, Birch,'

Thomas and Mendez (1968) with only minor modifications. This

y r data then are based on' all the responses made by the chil-

dren and not just the final response.-

The procedure was used originally by its authors and by us,

to categorize childr n's re-ponses to the task demands on the

Stanford-Binet test. Ihe system of categories is described by



the authors as arising from the objective po bilities fo re-

sponding xpressed as a logic tree. Responses are first cate-

gorized as work responses (the child attempts to do the task)

or not-w rk resp n es. Each of these two responses is then d

vided into verbal and non-verbal-categori ithin the work

response category, both verbal and non-verbal responses are'di-

vided into two categories: (1) deli ite& responses, which do

not go beyond the task, and (2) responses which are verbal or

non-verb 1 extensions of work responses (spontaneou associn

tions or other expressions in action or. speech) Within the

not-w rk r spouse category, verbal no k responses may be ex-

pressed in four ayst (1) competence -,atements related t

the child's ability to do'the taskY (2) gation (refuZal te-do

the task) (3) aid (recpiests for help-from the exami_er) end-

(4) VArbal substitut on (verbal responses irrelevant to the task)-.

In our use _f the system, within the on-verbal -work cate-

gory, two types of responses are possibl (1) non-verbal sub-

titu o- (motor responses which are irrelevant to the task) and

(2) p .ssive no respOnse.

Within the categories of responses.d_-Cribed by the- Birch

procedure, it is possible to distinguish categories -hich are

'lated- to ta_k orientation And catego ies which are related to prw,

ference for verbal and.non-verbal responses. We focused upon

these t-o b osd areas of response types which we thought-might"

reflect changes in the children in the Ancona program. We were

e_pecially interested in the task orient tion m sourest as they

provide some collabor tive eviden e relative' to.our behavioral

.ratings. 51



We distinguished the follo ing six measures based o the

Birch procedure cate ories which we consider d- to be related

to task orientation:

(1) Percentage of work responses.

(2) Percentage of verbal not-work r sponses which were ver-

bal substitutions (indicative of lack of task orientations

(3) Percentage of verbal not-work re ponses which were com-

petence statements.

(4) Percentage of verbal not-work responses which were re-

quests for aid.

(5) Percentage of verbal not-work responses which were ne-

gations (i dicative of lack of task orientation).

(6) Percentage of non-verbal not-work responses which were

non-verbal sub tttutions. (The complement of this category is

passive which is at least less clearly lacking in

task orientation than is non-verbal substitutions.)

We distinguished four measures based on the Birch procedure

categories which we considered to be ind cative of preference for

verbal resonse:

(1) Percentage of verbal items wi h work responses as com-

pared to non-verbal items with work responses.

( ) Percentage of n t ork re ponses which were verbal.

(3) Percentage of work responses with ve bal extensions.

(4) Percentage of work responses with non-verbal extensions.

Our primary interest in examining these Birch procedure

mea ures is to see whether the Head tart childrpn show improve-

ment in task orian-ation as a result of the Ancona experience.

seconder ly we are interested in whether .soci 1 class differences
2



are extant. Finally, we are interested in comparing oUr fin

ings with those of Hertzig et al. and with our find ngs of

1- t year f r both methodological and substantive re

cally, we have a re s_ably good ba it terMe

the Hawaii system (final responses only) -i h the Her zig sys-

tem to see if appreciable d fferenc s emerge. Substantively,:

ested in whether the social-class and ethnicity dif.

comparing

ve 'are inte

ferences found by Hertzig (and confound d in their study) can be

better understood. We vill tu

tions and coMpare our findings

oer data from last year.

first the e isat cons

h those of Hertztg al. and---

Coiarisn of the AncPna Res111LE-12-SLI-ESVILLE-EMEEttiAtvo
1/222.311.71,t_211-2.

Table 8 contains results from the Ancona 1968-69 researc

results from the current year earch at Ancona, and the

Hertzig et al. fi dings jnrelation to selected measures.derived

using the Birch procedu o tly task o ientati easutes).

The figures in Table 8 are co put d for the child_ren who Were

frat year in school at the first testing , these children are

most comparable to the working-class Puerto Rican and whi

middle _lass children stUdied by Hertzig at al.

As is evident in Table 8, 14 t year we found that the. Ancona--

low - and mjddle-claas children were highly.similar in their re..-

ponses as categorized in this way. Furthermore., we found.our.--

sa_ple to show a much higher level of work orient tion than,the-

Hertzig sample and to utilize Competence as the p im-y mode

notE.work response. The findings on the sample lastyear

highly coneistent with, the results relative to the teachers

e



ters1 ratina which also indicated that the firs ear

children were highly similar regardless of sociai-class mem-

bershtp, In contrast, liertzig et ai. found striking cial-

class differences in their sample but these differences

confounded by ethnicity. Our data and their own analysis and

dis ussion, suggested that the major differences found by Her

zig t al. were more likely attributable to ethnic factors th n

social class,

n comparing the responses of this year t-year chil-

dren at ncona, we see sone consistency with last year's data

and some departures. In contrast to last year, there are some

1-class diffe_ nces. rhe middle-class children gi e pro-

portionately more work responses than do the low -class chil-

dren. ?he middle-cla s children petence more often as a

reason for not- orking, and the lower-class children _:e

-efusing) more frequently than do the class chil-

dren. (The difference on negation just misses the usual levels

for tte statistical test.) Last the Middle-class give signif-

icantly more v rbal not-v rk r sponses.

the differenceon negation is a reversal of their finding,

the others are in the same direction -f those found by Hertzig

e
orwors

he Ancona child en do not show a l-class differ-

ence in regard to Verbal SubstitutIon whereas such differences
,

fc

dre

e t

as us

fo nd by Fier zig et al. Althoug iore social-class dif-

noes emerge this year than did last year, the, Ancona chil-

till strikingly more w rk -oriented

ampl .this finding hold

in their study. Iii terms of not-work
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Table 8

Couparison of Birch hocedu e Results it the First Year Anc ta Children (1968 and 1969) with Results

Reported by tertzig, Birch, Meru and Mendez (1968)

Ancona 5am1es

Middle

Class

Middle

Class

Signif.

Levels for

Social Class

Hertzig et al.

Signif Level

Social Class

& Ethnicity

anip-14

orkin Middle

Class Class

lover

Class

Lover

Class

1968 1969 1968 1969 1968 1969

Mean Age(Months)

aak 0r1entatictieasures A

45 39.1 45 44.8 42 40

Proportion work responses 398 .726 890 845 NS .004 64 .72 .001

Proportion verbal

substitution .246 .476 .180 385 NS NS .64 28 .001

Proportion competence .740 .149 .781 384 VS .017 .10 .40 .001

Proportion aid .014 .120 .005 .160 VS NS .11 10 NS

Proportion negation .000 .254 .034 .071 .10 .069 .15 22 .001

Proportion non-verbal

substitution .436 455 303 .486 VS NS ..43 .48 .05

Measure of ?reference_ _

for Verbal Response

Proportion verbal not-work .555 .760 .751 VS .014 .59 .001

*In the figures for the 1968 Ancona sample, the proportions are based on final responses only, whcreas in

the Hertzig et al. sample they are proportions of all responses. It the 1969 Ancona figures, all'responses

were also coded. However, it both cases for Ancona, the measures of proportion were computed for each

child separately and then averaged, In the Hertzig et al. aample, the measures of proportion were conputec

for all responses of a group taken together.
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samples are highly similar in regard to Competence and Aid and

dissimilar in reference to Verbal Sub-titutions and Negations.

The Ancona Headstart group uses Verbal Sub- itutions much less

than the Pue to Rican working c ass group studied by Hertzig et

al. This leads to a corroboration of their interpr-tation that

the Verbal Substitution mechanism is primarily a product of eth-

nic group socialization.. We do not know why the use of Negation

is more prevalent in their middle c ass group and less prevalent

in our middle-class sample.

In comparing our findings last year with those of this year

iust take account of both a change in -ethod and the fact

that we are dealing with a new sample. Assuming for the moment

that methodology is the main, factor accounting for differences

do see some marked shifts. First of all, by using final re-

sponses only it seems clear that the proportion of work.responses

is somewhat overes ated: if a child is going to work on an

item he will do so by the time you get his last response. Never-

theless, the Ancona children do tend to work more frequently than

would be expected on the basi of the original Hertzig et al..

study. The most striking alt- ation in the fi dings is-in regard

to the distribution of types of not-wark responses. Last year,
a

the overwhelming not-work ra .3nse category was Competence, fol-

I wed by some Verbal Substitutions and virtuall- no Aid or Ne-

gation responses. -The -eticeable decline in Competence re ponses

in this year data,seems to be a function of methodology. Again,

a final not-work response will tend to be a compietence statement

after other tactics have faile

It should be recalled that we are dealing with a new sa ple

51



t is year, and that on other measures the first7yea

class children and Headstart children appear lese

did last year's group. Thus some of the ocialla differ-

ençes found this year and the'lack of same last year are likely

to be a function of this change in sample. This is apparent in

this year's data on the second- and third-year children, the

bulk of whom were la t year first-year children. In compar ng

the older children on the e measures, most scales shpw no social-

class di ferences. The only difference is in regard to Verba

Subst tution (the lower-class uses it more).

We believe the data we have collected usin this procedure

suggests that it is likely that aecial- lass differences would

appear on most of the measures if this technique were used on a.

wide: scale. There de appear to be variations among the lower,.

class however, which deserve further study. Further, it seems

clear that the ethnic confounding in -the Her zig et a/. sample

is contributing to certain differences, particularly th- Verbal

Substitutions measure.

Change in the Ancona Sample

Having compared our younger children wi h the Hertzig et a

mple we turn now to the fi d_ngs for the:Ancona sample. a- a

whole to examine any patter s of change whichoccurred from

an'd-p

Test'2. Table 9 shows the ten

eference rbal response, computed for'oer. er class

and middle-class samples

noted that the 5rear

task

at each test time.

hildren did sho

entation, but thei

orientat quite high. This
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data on the ra ings. Tie cond-yeat children were

more similar to one another than the fi t-year childr'en

another confirmation of the rating information.

As can be in Table 9, when one combines the children

into total lower- and middle-cla groups a number of social-

class differences are evident on these neasures in regard to

the first te ting. On the task orientation measures, propor-

tion of work responses shows a significant difference, with the

middle-class children giving a higher proportion of w -k re-

sponses. None of the other catego ies shop differences signif-

i ant at .05, but the differences on Verbal Substitutions (lower,

class higher ), Competence (middle class higher) and Aid (middle

class higher ) approach significance. lu regard to the measures

of preference for verbal responses, t e middle-class children

give significantly more w rk respon es to verbal items, and more

not-work re ponses which are ve bal as opposed to non-verbal.

In addition, the middle-class children's tendency to use more

verbal extensions is almost significantly higher than that of the

lower-class. These data seem to indicate some differences in our

sa pies this year. The major area of difference seems to be in

pt ference for verbal response and secondarily in regard to task

orie-tation. As we noted earlier, the level of work orientation

in our sample is quite high and di ferences should be eonsid- ed

in that light.

ving examined the initial status of the children, it is of

interest to see if their behavior changes over the year on these

measures. In the examination of ratings which tap similar facA
I

tors, we found f changes in the children from the b ginning to

5 9



Birch Procedure Measures in Lower-Class and Middle-ClassOustTwl Test Times

m 29

Low -Class

Test Test

P Level

Time 1-2

1 2 tiff.

Task 0tsntation Measures

Percentage work 77,26 83.83 012

Percentage verbal

substitution 43.56 47.55 NS

Percentage competen e 32,55 38.50 NS

Percentage aid 8,4 7.18 NS

Percentage negation 15,49 6 77 NS

Percentage non-verbal

substitution 36.61 36.53 NS

Measures of Preference for

Verbal Response

Percentage work to varbal

items 69,11 77.53

,Percentage work to non-

verbal items 87.99 93.67

Percentage verbal not-work 56,93 66,19

Percentage verbal

extensions 3,41 3.19

Percentage nowerbal

extensions 1,12 .58

60

N m 29

Middle-Class P Level P Level P Level

LC/MC LC/MC

Test Test Tine 1-2 Time 1 Time 2

1 2 DIM Diff, Diff,

83 6 88 33 035 010 031

29.89 16.24 069

47.88 67.41 022

15.75 6.89 020

6.48 9.46 NS

096 000

.060 002

059 NS

NS NS

40 59 14.43 008 NS 017

79,40 84,99 037

92.25 95.55 053

72.62 80.03 NS

5.34 4 25 $S

1.73 .75 033

006

NS

034

091

NS

016

NS

011

NS

NS
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the end 0_ the sch ol year. Last year we found few changes

on the Birch procedure categories as well. Table 9 reveals

that the Headstart children do ch nge significantly in regard

to work responses, becoming mo k- riented with the passing

f a school year. On the other task o-ientation measures there

are no signifi-ant changes. In reg rd to the measures reflect-

ing preference for verbal responses, the lowerd.elass children

change significantly in the percentage of work to verbal items

and in the percentage of work to n n-verbal items. The propor-

tion of work responses is greater to non verbal items for our

enti-- sample. We take these simultaneous changes to reflect

greater respo siveness to both kinds of ta ks.

The middle-cla s children show mo e change, on the task orien-

tation measures than did the Heads oup. As did the lower-

class children, middle-class youngsters increase in thei pro-

portion of work responses. They also show a significant increase

in the use of Competence as a reason for not working, a decrease

in the we of Aid, and a marked decrease in the use,of non-verbal

substitutions. From data n t presented in full here, it is clear

that the increase in Competence is due to the fir t-year child

as _he second-year middle-class children are high on Competence

to begin with ( 614) and stay high. In the preference for verbal

respon e area he middle-class child- n significantly increase

in the percentage of work responses to verbal items their in-

crease in pe centage of work to non-ve bal items is near signifi

cant, and their decrease on percentage of non-verbal extensions

is significant though the frequency is very low on both

cas ons).

6g
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At the end of the school year, social-class di

are apparent in comparing total groups than was the case at Time 1.

On the task orientation measures, the middle-class children give

signif cantly more rk respon es, the lowe class make use of

Verbal Substitution significantly more, the middle-class use C _

petence as a reason for not-working significantly more, and the

lo er-class children use proportionately more Non-Ve bal Substi-

tutions. Thene differences on the task orient tion meastres would

all seem to favor the -iddle class. However, the proportion of

w rk responses is very acceptable for the lower-class sample (84%)

and this fact must he considered in interp eting the differential

distribution of types of n ork responses. The lower-class

children seem to prefer expressing not-work through the mechanism

f Verbal Substitutien (irrelevant verbalizations).and their dis-

tribution of types of not-work responses iS quite con i t nt over

the course of the year. The middle class change in their distri

bution of type of not-work responses, making increasing use of

the Competence category with subsequent'decreases in the use of

Verbal Substitution and Aid. The sharp decrease in the use of

n n-va bal extensions on the part of the middle-class children

seems to indicate their increasingtendency to deal with task de

stands through verbal means.

The pattern of differences at Time 2 on the preference f r

verbal response measures, is highly similar to that found at

Time 1. The only social-class differences on these measu es are

in regard to the proportion of work responses to verbal i ems

(the midd e class respond to more verbal items) and in the per

centage of not-work responses which arc verbal. This last

63
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difftrcnce is cons stent wiLh the decrease in ie use of non-

verbal extensions seen in the middl lass children,

Generally, the Birch procedu seems veal bo_h more d f

ferenes in the sample by social class, and more change in each

gr_up with time than did the ratings. There is some indication

that the Meadstart children do become more work oriented as a

fun_ ion of their experience in school, but this-is al true of

the jdd1el..c1ass children and therefore their relative status

m ins virtu_lly unchanged. Most of the chan es revealed in the

Birch procedure categories are desirable ones, indi ating greater

adapt tion to the cognitive demand situation as reflected in the

Stanford'-Binet test. Tne middle-cl ss children show one pattern

f development which could not be tapped by the rati gs and

wh ch may be significant in the long run. Zhey seem increasingly

to deal with work situations verb lly, whether they are working

rking they talk,to the examiner and only occasionally

communicate through actions alone. This is less the case for

the Ueadstart children although they are also moving in thi di-

ion to some exte t.

In regard to our hypotheses regarding school facilitative

h viors, ehere is some evid nce of increa ea in desirable direc-

ti ns fr m both the ratings and Birch procedure analysis. Change

as a function of the school experience seems more apparent in

the birch procedure analysis than it did in the ratings.

till the case, as last year, that the level of work orientation

and related skills seems quite acceptable in both groups even at

the beginning of the school year. Th se generally high levels

may account fel* the fact that change is not more apparent; we
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are almost dealing with ceiling effect to some exten-

The area which is still clearly problematic for the lo r-

class is verbal. Work responses to verbal items are less fre-

quent than to non-verbal items and they continue to utilize non-

verbal substitutions as a mechanism for not-working. These

scales

moving in this direction have not yet accomplished the shift

to indicate that the lower-class children although

the _imost exclu ive use of words in order to make their

n eds and desirea kn- -n to an adult. They respond well to cog-

nitive demands, working most of the but exhibit morep _

actions a$ a way of not- orking th n do the Adie-class chil-

dren. Similarly, on the ratings --he area of V_ balization

(unde standability of speech) was the one -howing greatest weak-

ness in the Headstart group. It may be that the mild difficulty

experien-ed by adults in understanding the children, leads the

children to use the verbal mode somewhat less frequently than

would othrwjse be the case.

So cia 1 Jnter action

Having di cussed the cognitive and behavio al skills of the

nurse y school children, we turn now to our last major concern,

the social interactions of the children. The Ancona School being

integrated both in social class and race is a unique setting in

which developing so ial interaction among these groups can be

vie ed. This year's study was a continuation of previous investi-

gation about the following hypothesis: interaction between middle-

class and disadvantaged children will increase with tenure in the

program. Both cross-gr up social acts and friendship choices be-

'tween gr ps will show inc eases in child en with longer tenure.

6 5



An observational technique us d to deter ine both with

whom the children were interacting and the gross quality of the

interacti-n. Beginning in the fifth month of the school year,

daily five minute observations were made of each sample child

until a total of 100 minutes were collected. Following the ob-

servation, the social interaction recorded in the e records was

then coded on the basis of whether it was friendly, (dominative,

integrative) , aggressive (unprov ked, provoded, physical, verbal)

or isolating behavior (ignoring or withdrawing behavior without

evidence of aggre sive intent. Only the first cial interaction

ccur ing in each minute was coded; thus the hig e t possible

number of acts for each child was 100. Teacher-student interne

ion waa also coded that we might know the ratio of peer to

teacher-student acts and the dependence upon the teacher shown

by the child. The c ding system is described in the methods ac-

tion of this r por (See pp. 9-10.)

On the basis of a study done by McCandless and Marshall

(1957) in which they found a moderate correlation between like

choices on a sociouietrie rating and play choices in free play, it

was decided to use observational data only and from this to com-

pute best friend choices. A best friend was defined as that

hild with whom the observ d child had the most friendly i ter-

actions. Because of this approach, Lnformation concerning dis-

like ne ative) choices from the sociometric was not obtained.

Thi_ information last year showed that among the second-year*

middle-class chi d e- on the second test although there were more

*Throughout this
children wi h len

_port, second-ye r children designates those
r tenure and also includes third-year children.

66



positive choic s of lo'wer-clnns regro children than among fi

y ar middle class, there was also at increase in negative choices

of lower-class l4egro child cn. And all middle-class children

Negro children while ainon , Head-

start chi dren this was not true. The reason for is contrast

increased in negative choi

between pos tive and negative ch -t clear, but as nega-

tive choices of 'Negro childTen were not generalia d to unkm

Negro children, it seemed that the in tease was reflecting b th

more positive and negative choices on an individu lized basis.

This year, in concentrating on obta ning an adequate record of

the interaction occurring in the classroom, the total time of

obs rvation was increa -d to 100 minutes during which the cob-

servers attempted to record as nuch of the child's activit7

possible. Thus for each child, these observations yield infor-.

matien as the number and type of social interaction in which

the child was i v lved arid makes possible a relative comparisor

f theae interactions with those of otSer children in the sane

social and with children in smother social-class grouping.

The observations show with whor a child is interacting thus some

judgment ab ut who are his t friends can be made.

Before looRing at the results it should be noted that as

Headstart children in the srnple live in the same neighborhood

near the school and can aften be seen playing together outside

school hours. Also, the sec d-year children this year were among

the fi t.nvear children of last year's sample.

An overview of the data shows that on the average about mt..

act -as coded every two mninutea . And out of a possible total of

100 social interactic tte peen ntm er of acts occurring for all

67



children was 53.4. For middle-class children, tlie mean (59.0

va6 higher than that for Heads (45.1). As night he elwected,

children with longer tenure in program (neau age it months, 55.1)

had an average of 56.6 acts as compared to f y ar children

(mean age, 41.0. who had an average of 50.5 acts in 100 minutes-

The pr do inamt node of interaction was friendly (87.67.). Ag-

gression accounted for about 8 8% of the act_ and isolating be-

havior, .6%. In rati-s of f iendly to aggressive acts found

the headstart ratio to be 9:1 as compared to 12:1 for middle-class

children. Also, for Headst -t there was a tear equal distribution

f physical and verbal aggressive acts while fo- middle clas

8(:) of the aggressive acts were verbal. Although not included in

later discussion of data, we found that in terns of selt differences

gille bad a mean nunber of 51.5 acts compared with boys who had a

m- n number of 55.5 acts.

The teacher-student imteraction, which was also coded on the

ba$ie of a possible one act per minute, showed that the overall

averoge of -.cts was 17.6. Headstart children tad an average of

19.3 acts atd middle class, 15.9 acts out of a possible t-tal of

100. McCandless (1957) , found that adult deperdetcy measured by

o urnber of social interactions directed towards adults in f--e play

vae ce-atively related to both sociometric statms and observed

eoc el acceptance. We investigated whether children who

0 e low peer interaction also had a high teach r-student inter-

sction. For Headatart children, of the 17 with interac-

vione (below the m dian) 14 of these children had high teacher-

student interactions or 82Z. A ong the middle-class children,

out of 9 with low peer interactions, 6 had high tea he tudent

68
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interaction or 66. Thus it

less -Lth their peers also ten

at children who int

have a high rate of interac-

tion with their-teaChers; this relationship being most evident

among the Readst rt children.

Table 10 on page 58 shows the distribution of social acts

and classroom distribution relative to each group. For example,

the total Headstart group Cm 26) had in their surroundings

19,. 2 Re dstart children, 35.12 niiddle-clas Negro children apd

45 0% middle-clas white childr n to interact with. And the dis-

tribution _f their total acts were 28.2% to datort 39.4% to

middle Negro and 32.07. to middle white. A (Thi Square test to

determine if there was a significant difference etween the dis-

tribution of social acts among the groups and their actual class-

room distribution was computed and included in the table. F

Ihe example just given, this differ nee was significant at the

.001 level.

These distribution breakdo ns are shown for total, ileadatart

aria middle class and are further broken down by tenUre in program

(fi t-year vs se nd-year). For example, f year Headstart

chil en (n 12) distribute 32.6 of their friendly acts to

middle-class Negro children while first-year middle class (n so 14)

distribute 47.1% of their friendly acts to the same group. Th

second-year middle class in distribution of social acts,

proaches most closely the actual class oom distribution of groups.

All percentages are figured from the mean number of acts for each

category over the total number of acts for all categoriea. Thus

the percent of friendly acts of middle class to Headstart chil-

dr n is based on mean number of friendly acts to Head tart divided

69
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Table I

Headstart and Middle Class Percent Distribution of Social Atts

BEADSTART (26)

HS

2 Classroom

MN

MIDDLE CLASS' (25)

Signif. of

MW diff, from S

actual distrib. 2 Classroon

MN MW

2
X-

Signif.

distribution (19,8)

acts )7 ac

45,0) by X2 test distribution (24.3)

# acts X acts

32 43.8

1094 42,0 F: 24,5 4.3 27.3 1341 53.6 F 15.6, 41.5 31 9

127 4 9 Agg: 3.1 3.5 3,2 112 4.5 Aggi 2.3 3.5 1.9

31 1.2 IB: 0,6 1 6 1 5 23 0,9 IR: 0.3 2,7 0 5

1252 48.1 Total: 28.2 39.4 32.0 .001 1476 59.0 Total: 18.2 47.7 34.3 .001

FIRST YEAR (12) FIRST YEAR (14)

489 40, P 27,0 32.6 25.5 668 47.7 P 11.9 47.1 26.2

46 3.8 Agg 2 3 2.8 3 9 70 5,0 Agg: 3.0 3.7 2,6

22 1.8 18: 1.1 2.1 1,9 17 1.2 IE 0.3 5.1 0.3

557 46.4 Total: 30,4 37.5 31 3 .001 755 53 9 Total.: 1562 55.9 9.1 001

SECOND YEAR (14) SECOND SEAR (11)

605 43,2 F: 22.3 35.7 29.0 673 61,2 19 3 35.9 37,6

81 5.8 Agg: 3,9 4.0 2.7 42 3.8 Agg 1.6 33, 1.2

9 0,6 IB: 0.2 1.2 1,1 6 0.5 Ili - 0,3 0,7

695 49.6 Total: 26.4 40.9 32.8 .001 721 65 5 Total: 20.9 39,5 39,5

Table 11

}ieadstart and Middle-Class B t Friead Choices

HS EN MW HS KW

All Headstart 42.3 34.6 23.0 .001 All middle class 28.0 44,0 28.0 .001

First year 50,0 33.3 16.7 001 First year 28.6 50.0 21,4 NS

_Second year 35.7 35 7 28,6 .001 Second year 27.3 36.3 36.3 .01

HS: Readatart

MN: Middle-cla s Negro

MW: Middle-class white



by the al npmher of acts by all middle-class child en.

Results for Headstart

Overall as seen in Table 10, Head- hi dren differ

significantly in the distributi n _of their social acts.to Head-

star middle-class Negro and white children and the acteal

classroom distribution of these groups. A higher portion of

their acts are with Headstart and middle- lass Negroes than

with middle-class White ehildren. Acts to middle- lass Negroes

are close to the actual classroom digtrihution while those to

Headstart are higher and those to middle-class white children

are lower than actual distribution.

First- and second-year children do not differ significan ly

(.05) in the distribution of th ir acts between the groups.

Second-year children have less acts to their own group with the

differenee going equally to middle-class Negro and -hite children.

However, the percent aggre,sion to their own group-and to middle-

class Negro child en is greater in the second year while that

middle-class white children decreased.

Best Friend choices of Ileadetart children are shown in

Table 11, page 58. As de cribed earlier, a best friend is Chat

child with whom the observed child had the greatest number of

friendly interactions. These results reflected' the overall social

interacti-n pattern. For Headstart children, the percent choice

of hest friends among middle elmss .Negroes was close to the actual

classroom distributi-n (34.6% vs 35.1% ). Hoy ver, the percent

hest friends chos n from their own social class (Headstart) was

considerably higher than the actual classroom distributi-n

(42.3% vs 19.6%). Also, percent choice of heat fri-nda from
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middle-class white children was d bly lo er than actu 1

_classroom distributi n of this group vs 45%). Im a compari

son of Headatart first-. and second-year children, cildron with

longer t

Ileadatart childr (50.0% to 35.7%) and significantly higher Par-

cent best friend choices among middl -class white children (16.7%

had a lower number of best friend choices among

28.6%). Best f lend choices Among middle-class Negro children

re_ ined nearly the same. However, even with the e changes, the-

percent of b f _iend choices among middle-class

still was significantly less than their actual classro

white children

distri-

bution (28.6% vs 45%) and the percent best friend choieeo to Head-

start was siguif cantly higher than actual classroom distribution

(35.7% vs 19.8%).

Summary

While the overall social interaction differs only slightly ,

with tenure in program, ther_ is, a greater choice of best friends

bV the sec_ d-year Headatart child en a ong middle-class white

and fewer best friend choices from their ovn social-class group.

This shift in best friend choice is accompanied by a change i

distribution of aggreasive acts. While second-year Headstart chil-

dren had more percent friendly acts to middle-class white they

had less percent aggressive acts to middle-class white than the

fi -t-year Headstart children. Also, while the percent friendly

acts of second-year Headstart to their own group was less than

first year (22% vs 27%) the per ent aggressive acts to Headstart

was more (3.9% vs 2.3%). Thua although there was not a great

shift in the number -f total acts b-t_een these g -ups, there

a change in the quality of,these 8cts. As best f iend choices

7 3



are based on friendly acts these results are consistent wit

the expectation that as percent best friend choices from a group

are higher With longer tenure, a lower pe c nt aggressi n to this

gkoep should also be observed. This however is not true for the

middle-class Negro group. Headetart second-year children had a

lightly higher percent best friend choice of iddle-class Negro

first year child n (35.7% vs 33.37.) but at the same time

percent aggre sion of second-year Ileadatart children to

middle-class Negro was considerably higher than that of ir_ -year

Headstart to tiddle-cia- Negro (4.0% vs 2.8%).

Although the social interaction data on Headstart ch-ldren

did not strongly support the hypothesis that i_ith longer tenure

in prograi- children will increase their cross social, group acts

neither did it indicate that the opposite was true. ,Howevei, on

best f- end choices children -ith longer tenure in program did

show a greater proportion of cross social groep choices than f st-

year children.

'Relation to Last Year pate

It is questionable as to how comparable the absolute values

of last year and this year data are since different mea ures

were used. Howev:_, an overall look shows that while in last

yea data, second-year Headstart children had a significantly

greater nu-ber of acts to their own group than -irst-year Head-

start, this was not t ue this year. Last year the shift betweeii

first- and second-year percent acts directed to Ileadatart Was

fi st year and 39..2% for the aecoAd year. In com-16.5% for

parisori this ye

thei

Headstart first-year children,had 30.4% of

acts to other H adatart children while the second-year

7 4



children directed 26.4% of their acts to th ir own social-class

group.

Al best frLend choices for thisycar do not reflect the

differences found in last year's soc ometric like choices. Last

year, second-year Headsta t children had significantly hi her

sociometric like choices within their own group 'than the irst

year Headstart Children. This year, however, second-year chil
,

,dren had a lower 'number of best
friend wIthin group .choices than

the i st-year children.- In both this year'and last year, the

second-ye r Headstart children had almost the same perientage of

best friend choices to their own social class (35.7% and 35.3 ).

However, there was a great difference between the first-year chil-

dren of last year and this year. Last year, fIrst-year Readstart

children chose 15.9% of their like choices from their own social

class while this year, irst-year Readstart children chose 50.0%

of their best fr ends from their own so ial class. In other words,

although in both this year and last year the secondyear children

look nearly the same in ter s of like/best friend choices, the

shift to ligher_wi hin-group like choices 1et year with longer

tenure and the shift this year to lower w hi group best friend

choices with longer tenure are based on a large initial difference

between last year's and this year ir -year Headstart

Results for MIddle-C

As shown in Table 10, in percent distribution of total acts

Headstart middle-c ass Negro and whi e children, the middle

differs slgnifIcntiy from the actual classroom distributi n

h the greater pr portion of

o children.

7 5
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differences are also evident between fi - and

Second-year children. Those children with longer tenure in pro-

gram have a higher percent of total acts to Headstart than first

year (20.9 vs 15.2 ) and a higher percent total acts to middle-

class w1iiteIthan first year (39.5 vs 29.6). This shift is also-
c?-2

reflected in a significant decrease in percent total acts to

middle-class Negroes; 39.5% as compared to 55.9% by first-year

children to iddle-class Negrkies. Thus children with longer

tenure have a greater portion of their acts to Headstart and

middle-class white children than middl class children new to the

program. Di t ibution of total acts for second-year middle-class

children app oaches the actual percent classroom distribution of

the e groups.

Best friend choices, Table 11 for total middle-class children

reflect the sante story as the social interaction data. Middle-

class child en overchoose middle-class Negroes and undercho se

middle-class white children as their best friends. Choice of

best f-iends from Headstart and total middle-class children was

near actu 1 percent classroom distribution. Thus while the per-

cent of total arts to Head tart was lower than the percent class-

room distributiun, the percent of best friends chosen from Head-

start was slightly higher than percent clas room distribution

(28.9% vs 24.3E.

In a comp3rison of first- and second-yeah: children, the

best friend scores also reflect the social interaction pattern.

As in social interaction, children wits longer tenure in program

had a significantly lower number of best f iend choices among '

middle-class Negroes than first-year children. Aithough best

7 6
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end choices to middl c .ss white children increased as per-.

t total acts did also, this was -till-less than th'e actual

class oom dist bution (36.3% vs 42 8%). Thus -year middle-
,

class children also were overchoosing H adstart and middl class

Negro children but their percent best f iend choices were nearer

actual classroom distribution of these groups than first year

children.

In terms of the hy o hesis the middle-class children with

longer tenure do have a higher percent distribution of cross

social group a ts than the fi t-year child . the program.

Although a difference in best friend cross social group choices

with tenure in program was not evident the percent distribution

of best friend choices among Headstart by both first- and second-

year middle-class children was higher than the actual percent

classroom distribution of Headstart children.

Rel -ion

The results from this year and last year are similar ; This

ye- secondyear middle class had_ a slightly higher percent

total acts to Hcadstart children than first year (20.9% vs 13.2%)

which was also true the previous year. While this year's best

f iend choices do not show an increase of best i-iends ac

social-class lines with longer tenure as in the previous year,-

they do show a consistent percent choice of besL f iends fr

Hesdsratt children near their actual distribution in the classroom.

SumPIA.ry-

Ove all middle-class children were interacting dis opot-

tion.tely more with middle class Negroes. However, with long

7 7



tenure p_ogram-ther a significant change in distri.but

f acts with greater percent total acts both to Readatart and to

midd e-class white children and fewer percent acts to middle-

class Negroes. This was reflected also in best friend choices.

In an attempt to betterrunderstand what was happening among the

fi t-year middle-class children who were interacting with middle

Negroes in a much higher proportion than their actual alas

distribution middle class Was further broken down by year

and race. These figures are shown in Table 12.

It is clear that these first year middl -c ass Negro chil

dren were highly active ean number acts 65.4 as compared to

42.4 for first-year whi e children) and that they interacted

mainly with other middle-class Negro children. It is interesting

that f st- and second-year white children also interacted Zia-

proportionately more with this group. When looking at the fir

year middle-class Ne ro children indiv dually, one finds that

they are children with high total peer acts and that four out

seven are paired mutual friends. fhwever, the explanation for

the middle-class white children directing a disproportionate num-

be'r of acts to these children seems to be d fferent. Only 3 out

of the 11 children have hest friend choices within t

Negro group, only 1 of which Is a first year child. Thus it seems

that although the midd class white eh ldren do not have a large

percentage of their best friend choices from the middle-clasa

Negro children, there is a great deal of social Interaction be

een, these groups within the clsroom. A clearer investi

of these variances are, wever; beyond the scope of this pa

The group with which both middle-clasa and U -dstart children

7 8
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bution

-
X acts

59.0
5.4
1.0

65.4 T

YEAR

Table 12

r117o and White Middle Class Percent Disi ibu -on 63 Soci

F:
Agg:
IB:
al:

58.0 9

6.3 Agg : 0

1.1 IB: 0.6
65.4 Total: 14.5

YEAR

60.0 F: 20.3
4.6 Agg: 2.1
0.8 IB:

65.4 Total: 22.4

7 9

MN MW

. WRITE (11)

Signif. of
diff. from
actual distrib.-% Classroom

30.6) (4 0) by X2 test distribution

# acts X acts

41,6 32.0 515. 46..8

4.4 2.1 36 3.3
0,9 0.6 9 0.8

46.9 34.7 .001 560 50.9 I

FIRST YEAR

52.4 24.1 262 =37.4
5.2 2.3 26 3.7
1.2 0.2 9 1.3

58.8 26.6 .001 297 42.4 T

SECOND YEAR

3. 39.9 253 63.2

1.9 10 2 5
1.1

34.7 42.9 .10 263 65.7
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have ti least interaction As that of the mi

child en. On y the s

lass wh te

y( a-r ddle-class Negro ch ldren lit

their social acts approach tilt. al.classroom di tribution

the middle class white children. A partial e -planation is re-

fleeted in the f ct th t these children have the lowest mean

number of social acts. Goodman (1952) , also found that in a LI-

cial nursery a hooL white children tad a lower involverent

social intera tion thaa eLpected by chance. This was thought

to be due to dif e e ces shown im jersonality ratings in which

Negro children were rrLore grearios, vigorous, aggressive while

white children were triore socially and physically apprehnsiv.e amd

rated higher on emotional contr 1, conformity, patience and af-

fectiocateness. No statement concerning personality diffe e ces

can be made concerning the Ameon children.

In conclu ion, the data from this year research shows that

alth ugh there ate instances of disproportionate distribution of

social acts among the three groups discus ed the social intern

tion among the ch ldret at Ancona is for the most part distributed

across class a d racial groups. hildren do not tend to le iso-

lated into gro ps by race or social class. The setting at Ancona

appears to be arm open and facilit ting atmosphere in which chil-

dren, able to move about, verkimg indiVidually or in gromps haws

mUch opportun ty for a-variety of social e- c miters. It is aug-

ge

bUtion of these ac

-t-d that to better understand -he significance of Ale distri-

-ould $e necessary to inveatigate.in

ater depth the iridividu.al children involved. From this on-t

ht then learn m re aboat the basis of individual friendship

like and neutral c olcas sad

i the devel

the role

pment of the children.

of these i tions
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PART II

THE STUDY OF ELEMENTARY SCHO CHILDREN .NJ) ; i J.J.1 HOS

WITHIN FAMILIES CONTIIWED ENROLLMENT

ction is concerned with the effectivenqn of the

Ancona Montussori program on the educational achiev

children who continue their schooling into the primary grades

at Ancona. also interested in the possibility of dif-

fusion effects between siblings within

enr-11- nt

dne to continual

id en fro- the same families in the program.

We have maintainA the hypotheses of previous reporting periods

which reflect our optimism that length of participation in the

program will have positive effects for the i dividual child, and

that in continuing families of An da child en, a diffuslon'

effect 'gill operate to increse cognitive and school adiness

skills of older and younger siblings.

11/.221.11221221_12t_II212:stigated

The following hypotheses have been previously inves igated

and di cussed in the 1968-69 fi al report (Stodolsky and Jensen,

1969). This previous study suggested that hypotheses co corning

the effectiveness of continued enrollment can be tentatively

held. Diffusion effec s te siblings of conti uing families we

not much in evidence for a limited sample of younger siblings

entering the nursery program. The yoynger siblings did have a

slightly higher initial 1.Q. -lid seemed somewhat more inhibited

than non-siblings. From a sample of Ancona children who were

attending the public primary school at that time, those children

who had younger siblings attending Ancona were perfor ing bettr

than those who had no siblings attending Ancona. Similar hypotheses

are under investigation this year; they are as follo s:



Hypoth is lc: Disndz.n taged children who continue in

Montessori elementary progr n will nhow higher chool achieve-

ment than tho50 who go to pub ic school.

hypothesis Continuing involvement of t! me families

in the program will result in "diffusion effects the Intel-

lectual inments of older m d young r sibli-gs.

Hypothesis 3a: In examining children who att nded Ancona

at one time, older siblings will show school attainment that is

better than non-siblings in public schools.

hesis 3b: Younger siblings entering the program will

show highet initial cL,n1tiVe ald behavioral skills,

and Measures

The sample for this investigation was obtained by tracing

publ school reco d- of c4ldren previously at Ancona and n

att-ndf. the publie schor and by testing the primary school

child en remaining in the Anco a program.

A. Children now atte ding putiic school. This sample can

v ded into two g oups:

Group I

Fifteen of the children who a tended the 1965 summer eight

week program and then went on to-public school are presen ly in

the '-ourth g ade. Of the 15 children located last year who _pent

eight weeks at Ancona only three children who were put into

special ungraded status have additional test data. One child is

deceased, one parent refused to

records and

ease a child's public school

were n traceable. Becau-- children are tested

in the third grade of public school-it'is possible t- assume th,_

the fot'r children who were untraceable this year have no additional

83
test data.
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Grout

This group contains ten d- iidreii who have spent from One

to two years in the Ancono nursery p ogram and now are attending

public schools Me hers of this gr up are currently in grades

K through third. Public school records for thin group yield d

Metropolitan achievement for the three children now in thg

third grade who had all spent t o years in the Ancona nurse

pr_gram. On three different children who al o spent two years

at Ancona and are now in the first grade we have KuhlmanAnderson

The

and on

T.Q. scores plus Metropolitan Read Readiness te t sco

two kindergarten children ccived no standardized

11:iren who spent one yeat at Ancona and are now in the first

and second grade, no new tests were administered.

For comparative purposes tL21-1, this sample is reduced to six

calidren, all of whom spent two years at Ancona; three are i-_ the

third grade and were tested with the Metropolitan Achicve ent

battery and three are in the first grade and were given the Lletro-

politan Readiness and the Kuhlman-Anderson I.Q. tests.

B. Children now attending Ancona primary classes.

Ten children are continuers in the Ancona ele_ entary program.

The class-ooms are ungraded but grade estimation can be based on

the age of the child. Two of the children have been in the Ancona

program for five years four for fout years and four for three

years, Th children were administered the Metropolitan Achi ve-

ment battery -in two forms near the end of the school year. Six

received the ba tery for grade one and :-Dur received the grade

two battery. At approximately the same time, all ten ch ldren

were adminis ered five sub scales of the Wechsler intellig nce

Scale for Ch-ldren: (1 ) Block Design, (2 ) Arithme_ic, (3) Object

8 4



YIJ Codin and ) Mazes. These 1.en children were

also riitecl on non-cognitive variables on the project's teacher

rating scale of b-havior at thl.! beT,inning and end of the year.

Eipothesis lc: Results_ and Dibeussion

The eff'ct of lenLth of cnrollrneiit at Ancona will be in

vestigated by reporting information ava lable from the variety

of instr ments mentioned on the groups or subsamples just de-

scribed. Comparison of pe formance on the instruments 'will be

discussed where it is possible.

G oup I: (Children who were enrolled in the 1965 eight

week summer program and now attend public school.)

Previotv.ly reported Metropolitan Achievement scores for this

group of children has found them to be below grade level on all

subscales. A subsample of children who have siblings continu-

ing in the Ancfmla program did better than non-sibling. The o ly.

new data for this group comes from the public school records of

three children who were put inn- special ungraded status by th .

public school for remedial purposes. These children were givea

the Metropolitan Achievement Battery at the end of the school

year. Their -cores are shown in Table 13.
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Metropolitan Ac1iLerernent Cr de Equival nt Scores for
Three Child en Who Were Placed in Ungraded,

Pu_lie School Clascro

Month

Child A 4/70 9.7
Child B 4/70 9.4
Child C 4/70 9.9

Word
Knldre.

4.7
1.6
2.8

3.03

Word
Disc. nad.

4.0 4.0
2.5 1.6
3.6 2.2

3.36 2.6

5.5
1.8
3.8

3.7

Ar; Ar

Lang. Comp, Pro

4.9
1.4
3.5

4.3
2.3
3.3

3.26 3.3

Theim an scores for the entire Group I's Me -opolitan

ACh1CVeTrPflt data when the children were 'tested in the third

grade (1968-69 school year) are shown in Table 14. By sub-

tracting the original srores of the three children ju t

discus ed and sub tituting their scores (19(..-70), a

new mean can be calculated for the fifteen children. These

up-to-date figures are also shown in Table 14.

J96 -69 Tes
m 5)

1968-70 Testing
(1,1= 15)

Table 14

Metropolitan Achievement Grade Equivalent Scores
for Children in Third Grade

3.

Word Word Ar. Ar.

Knldge. Disc. Read. Spell. Lang. arna Prob.

2.2 2.4 2.2 2.7 2 4 3.0 2.5

2.4 2.7 2.5 2.9 2.6 3.1 2.7

Children in Group I perform below grade level on all

scales. By adding improved retest scores for Olree of the

originally lowe-_ scoring ch d .n, the group's mean score

improve but remain below grade group these

2.
2.



children are about one ye:1r below expected gral,t level. This

decrement is rather typical of disadvantaged elementary school

children Bloom, Davis and lies 65). It seems clear th t

the aigh 1-week intervention at the preschool level does not have

long-teim effects on the clildren performance.

Group II: (Children who have spent one to two years in t e

Ancona nu- cry program and are now

Three third grade children in

the Metropolitan Achievement ba

in public elementary sch 01.)

ry. All

e administered

had been at

Ancona for two years. Their scores are shown in Table 15.

Table 15

Metropolitan Graded Equivalent Scores For Three
Ancona Graduates Now in Third Grade

Age
Word Word

Read.

Child A 8.4 1.1 2.4 1.3
Child B 8.6 2.7 2.6 3.1
Child C 8.10 2.3 : 1

Means 2.0 2.4 2.3

Spe_11, Lan.
Ar.

22EB_. Pr

1.8 3.4 3.4
3.5 2.2 3.6
2.6 3.1 3.5

2.6 2.9 3.5

The scores for this limited number of childrc-a who spen

two years at Ancona, show tha

forming belo

e children are generallyper

grade level except in Arithmetic Computa ion.

Their mean performance _ on the scales 'closely resembles the

of ehildren in Group T. who had only eight weeks of

Aice at /incona. Longer preschool tenure does not seem to

afluence the later performal-l_e of the children,, with the pos-
.

sible exception of arithme 4C computation. Number sk are

stress:d in the Montessori presc000l curriculum.

8 7



Three ldrrn Were administered the Kuhlman-

And-- on In- ilig ice Tct ard the Metropolitan Reading Readi-

ness Tes se children had all pr viously been in t e

Ancona nursery progr_I for two yearn. Their scores are shown

in Table 16. In addition Table 16 con tqins the mean perform-

ance for six children who were in first grade in 1968- 9 and

flt from one to t-o years in the A cona nursery program.

Table 16

Kuhiman-Anderson I.Q. and Metropolitan Reading
Readiness Scores of First Graders

Readiness
M.A. I,Q. %tile

Child A 7-1 7-3 102 48
Child B 6-3 6-5 103 19

Child C 6-2 6-11 112 75

Mean
(1969-70) 105.6 40.7

N= 3

Mean
(1968-69) 103.2 29.0

N= 6

The performance of this yea s g oup is slightly better

than last year but the differences are not dramatic ani the

number- are too small to attempt further interpretation. '.'wo

of the three childr n in the fir t grade appear to be fu

ready for school work at the elementary level.
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c- in t:1= Ancona pt i rum. )

The effects of len1h of tL, ne'devement:

this group will be investigates'',

ments given _to the child an4

letrom.1 a Achievement Dai:aThe
.

jug,

dat tl-Le inntru-

fur

The rationale behind giving this instrument to Croup III

children was based on an attempt to compare their age-grade

status with those children from the other groups now attending

the public schools. The m jor d fiiculty is that public school

children are administered the instrument in the third grade,

Furthermore, the n n-graded classroo f the prirLary gr des at

Anc nn do not assign gra, status to children. The director of

the school administered the test and reported th. t children had

difficulty in following group instructions. She attributed this

to their lack of school experience in this area, from the Mon-

tessori emphases on self- irected activities and individualized

instruction. She also felt the tests themselves were seen

threatening by the children. Three. children refused to do one

or more of the tasks demanded ' them.

The results from this testing are reverted in Table 17.
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Table 17

Melpolitan Achievement Grade Equivalent Scores

For Taldren Continuing in the Ancona Primary Grades Nx 10

Lae.

Years in Word Word

1E211E_ 4cp4ectr Djscrimlnation

Arithmetic

Concepts

and Mils

Child A 6-7 3 1.1 1 2 1 5 1.4

Child B 7-5 4 1.7 115 1.7 1.4

Child C 7-1 4 1 6 refused 1.1 -1,0

Child D 7-2 3 1 9 2 3 1.5 1,6

Child E 7-5 3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1 3

Child F 6-7 3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3

Concepts=

Word and Prohlei

Years in Word Discrim. Solving ani

4c. P_Up.nr, Knolej
ination LULU 2211121 Comnutatio:

Child G 3-4 5 1 9 2 2

Child H 8-4 5 1.4 1,4

Child 1 7-11 4 refused refused

Child 3 7-4 4 1.7 1,7

1.7

.1.0

refused

1.7

-1.0 2 7

refused 1,1

1.6 2,4

-1.0 2.0
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An is apparent from Tal1c 17, the 62 in this group

are generally performing below expected grade levels. In exam-

ining the available test data last year for three children then

ili The Ancona first grad:, w cautiously optimistic

progn: is for continuing children. This year data on a

group of.children does not support our ism. Most

e Iiildren are not making satisfactory pro,ress in the

Ancon elementary program.

It may be that for some r ason the test administration

Peen so negatively by the children that their sco es are de-

pressed, but this in itself would be _symptomatic of school ad-

justment problems. We do know that Child I was -.xperiencing a

general upset at the time of tasting and woLld expect her per-

formance to be quite adequate on a:iother occasion. This is cor-

roborated by the fact that she performed extremely well on the

WISC (I.Q. am 129). Child 11, although eight years old, has only

&-en placed in the e1enlent4ry program for the first time this

year. lie is a seriously disturbed boy and ha made a good ad-

justment to the ele eatery classroom.

It is probably more likely that special efforts will have

to be employed with these child-- .chievement in these areas

is desired. It is the case that som f the skills measured in

tile M._tropolitan are not emphasized in the early part of the

elementary program at Ancona. We turn now to the data on tLe

WISC which we believed to be somewhat clo er -he objectives

emphasized.

The rationale behind administering the WISC subscales was

the sttenpt to make an evaluation of pe fornance ou

9 2
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ch would more closely articulate to the Montessori curricu-

lum. Thus Arithmetic was administered because of the amount of

time the c ildren s_.med td- spend dping Mont ssori mathematics

activities, and Block Design and Object Assembly seemed to tap

wide range of skills based on visual -t tor integration which

is reflected in the Montessori sorting, matching, and puzzle

activities. Mazes was given to test the effectiveness of the

Montessori tran±ng in eye-hand co- dination exercises with

pencils, for example inset drawing and map trarig. Coding

was added in der to have enough scale scores Lo compute a

rated Perforrnanc I.Q, and because it also eemed to util ze

eye-hand coordination skills.

Table 18 contains the ten child en's p:)rated Performance

I.Q. j;%i Lest age equIvalents of their subscle scores.
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Table 18

Test Age Equlvalent.9 Lr WISC Raw Scores and WISC Performance,I.Q. (prorated;

On Ten Fri ar/ Head Start School Chi dren at Ancona 1969-70

Years in Performance Arith- Block Object

Sex 12211271_
Ass. metic Design Alumnt Coding Mazes

A F 3 6-1 111 7.2 7.6 8.10 9.2 4.10

B m 4 7-5 113 6.2 7.6 13.10 6.6 7.6

C F 4- 7-1 85 5.2 5.6 6.10 6.2 4.10

D m 3 7-2 94 8.6 5.6 6.10 6.6 8.2

E F 3 7-5 93 6,2 6.6 4.10 9.6 6.6

F r 3 6-7 100 6.2 7.6 6.2 6.6 6.6

G M 5 8-4 90 7.10 10.10 8.10 6.2 7.6

H M 5 8-4 I; 5.2 6.6 4.10 6.6 6.2

1 F 4 7-11 29 8.6 12.10 10.10 11.2 9.10

J m 4 7-4 114 7,2 8.10 7.10 11.2 7.10

7-5 100 6.10 7-11 8-0 7-11 7-0
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(I if,ladvastaged

Ancona i'leriestary prow-oni (hien p

Id the

it a somet hat

OIter plctuir than the. Hetropolitan data. The prorated

formnco T.O. the grqup fn no rrIi;i and all but two child rel

(Chi d C and Clii) d I) teL lii the avorage ranp,c1 lntere ingly,

theno

ti

W eh al.', !Astor and brother. The pe rformance of

rjoup on the soh-eaten le is some support

tha t those scales vould

the curricul

contention

, accurately reflect the emphases

The children perform the atandards for

their ne ciii Bloch I)cni8n nnd Object Ans'm .y (visunl-motor i

tegration) nnd on Cod&n g ye-hand coordina i They are

nomc! hnt below ac norms on 'z and Arithmetic. We are P-

ticnl y puzied by the arithmiuetfc performance, hut believe

the perforrrmanee of the children refiects the fact that most have

basic mastery of numbers.but have not dealt ith word" problems

which enter the scale in this age range.

TeacbcT Rnting of Non-Cop rlv

Iitc in scho

The projec teacher rating form was u..ed to assess some

aspcct of the children's behavior early and late in the program.

rre- and o n in Table 19.,
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Ta lc 19

ngn of B havior of Ancona 1cmentary School Ch
rly aiid Latc in the 1969-70 School Year

O 0
W P

A W
4J U r-I 0) 4-1

-rl 01 V H 4 0 g C
0 0

H 0 0 M 0 0 0 0
..L 6.1 4.4 0 .r4 4J v 4.I

11 4-4 0 1-7 44 0 d ci d
JJ .-r1 --I g COI 1,1 44 H 0 o
o i.J o a .Y. 4.I C C 0 1-1 (0 li H
0 0 H Li f.r) 0 .,-4 0 0 0 f-4 411 0 0 ..ri .--1

14 .ri 1-4 1 0 yi tj V 0 d 0 U ,-I V d
01 14-1 E-1 0 C.) .--1 P aj $.1 .,..4 .0 g ci il ri xi

4IerS 0 U -ri 0 1-4 i4 d .t-1 0 u 0 4J Ow 6 0 1.4

-ri U 0 d W 0 0 W 0 1) W i 0 Ti 0 44 0 li d
O < I-, ill 0 C14 04 Vu ti) ri tA O 4 0 4 >

6 5 7 5 4 5 5 5 5 3 2 6

8 3 5 8 8 1 6 1 3 2 3 5

6 4 4 5 6 5 5 '6 4 5 6 3

6 5 4 6 5 5 6 4 3 3 6 5

8 2 4 8 8 7 8 7 3 1 8 6

6 6 3 6 5 5 6 7 4 6 5 5

7 2 4 4 5 5 6 2 5 4 6 1

9 2 9 9 3 9 3 4 3 1 8 6

3 3 3 6 4 4 3 7 7 6 2 5

5 3 4 5 7 9 5 3 4 4 4 3

[cans 6.4 3.5 4.7 6.2 6.0 5.5 5.6 4.6 4.1 3.5 5.0 4.5

chers

6 5 7 4 6 5 6 7 6 6 2 7

8 3 8 7 7 5 6 4 3 7 6

6 5 3 6 4 4 6 5 3 5 4

3 5 4 5 4 4 3 5 4 5 4 5

6 3 6 6 4 6 6 4 4 3 6 6

5 6 5 5 5 5 4 2 3 3 5 6

4 3 4 5 4 4 2 4 4 4 5 3

8 3 6 8 6 7 7 3 3 2 6 5

4 5 3 4 4 4 6 7 6 6 5 6

5 5 6 6 6 4 5 5 4 4 3 3

[cans 5.5 4.3 5.2 5.6 5,0 i. 8 5.1 4.7 4.0 4.1 4.7 5.2



on

pos t-ra t:

sisterice wheb moves in the directio_ of more persIstence on

Overall. the

scales.

do

in n place the children within no mal limits

Mean differences in scale points from pre- and

ot exceed scale point with the exceptien'of

tasks. On

once is .9 in the directIon of less distractability.

chan .s, such as in Activity Level are also in the de i ed ec-

tion.

Atte-- oii-J)istractahjlf ly scale the diffe_

Other

An attempt has been made to investigate the hypothesis that

chIldren who go on to eleme tary school in the Ancona program

'will have higher school ach evement than do those who go into

public school. From examining the avail ble data, the WISC find-

ings seem favorable. On the pe formance subscales of the VISC,

Block Design, Object Assembly, and Coding the children as a

group score four and five months above their expected performa ce

for a group of their mean age.

On the negative side is the low performance of the children

the ltetropolitan Achi veme-t Battery. The other serious is ue

rai ed in the Metropolitan testing was the testees report of the

dif lenity that the children had in follo ing group given true-

tions and some children's refusal to participate on some of the

subtests.

_cal question concerning the WISC data is the issue of

comparability to children in public schools and the failure

the group to achi ve their mean age equivalent on the Arithmetic

scales.

Although we have attem ted to examIne all data avaIlable to

small nu bers a d lack of compar bility have frustrated our
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to 'ionic!. extent.

for these c ild-en vill be, but we do

much opt minn is called 5or unless further effor- are made-

cannot be :-;ure yet vhnt

bel eve

thci

Inver,ttr,nr-ion nf Difftisi',n Effer.tr; tn he Public School
_ _

Achievement ei 0 der Fihiin ro (hypothes' 3a)

The current data add only a footnote to the 1968-69 study,

in which it was found that a subsample (N 5) of older siblings

with y u ger siblings c.ontinuing in the Ancona program did better

on the Metropolitan Achievement battery than did a subnample

10) of children with no siblings. B cause our data on

ropolitan Achieve-ent i dependent on public school administra-

tion of the test which usually occurs in the third and sixth

grade, this year two new siblings have reached the third grade

where they Tecelved the Netrop litan Achievement Battery along

with one nonsibling. the previous yea sample all fifteen

children had been participants in the 1965 eight week program.

The three children reaching thi_d grade thi- year have all been

at, A- oa for wo years before their entry into public school.

Their Metropolitan Achievement seo es are shown in Table 15,

Child A, the non-A.bling does cotsiderab1y below grade level

in word knowledge, word discrimination, reading and spelling

wh le the siblings B and C do better. To some extent these new
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cases tend to confirm the 1:1 othosin that

tinuing fnmil

siblings of con-

than non -

that

wl_ attend the public school do be

siblings in the public schools. Do =ver, it is well to

for all of the A -ona children in public schools, the Metropoli-

tan scores are usually below the grade norms.

LIELly_21.__Lif fusion Effects to the (LaLEILlys_21-12_11Lylovi oral
ills of Younper Siblings (Hypothesis 3h)

Among the thirteen first-year Beadstart chi1den in the

1969-70 sample seven were younger siblings of children who were

in the program or who had been at Ancona at one time. Of these

s ven, two children had siblings who are now in the public

primary school and six h d siblings in the primary and nursery

class s -t Ancona. One child has two siblings, one in public

school and one at Ancona. Table 20 contains the entering 1969

Stanford-Binet data for this group. Contrary to the hypothesis

of a diffusion effect to the rtel1ectual attainments of younger

siblings, the non ibling group has a higher mean I.Q. score.

This year sibling group is comparable to last year (mean 86.9)

but the non-siblings are higher than last year now-siblings.

1 0 1



20

flinet Src, At Fnti niice into the Ancona Program
For Younger Sbi:Lni and Non-Sibli in Sep Imber 19 9-70

Siblings r4= 7

C.A. M.A. I.Q.

Non Siblings

C.A. M.A. I.Q.

Child A 3.7. 3.3 89 C-J1d A 2 1 2.7 89

Child B 3,2 3.4 102 Child B 3.1 3,6 90

Child C 3,2 2.3 71 Child C 3.2 2.11 90

Child D 3,0 2.9 89 Child D 3.8 3.8 98

Child E 2.7 1,11 74 Child E 4.2 4.3 101

Child P 2.8 ., -)
4... ..

Child F 3.5 2.7 15

Child G 4.6 4.4 95
ans 3.31 3.20 90.50

Me ns 3.31 2.80 85.85

keeping with our attempt to make evaluation more appro-

printe vith the Montessori Cur iculum, children under four yea

of tested with t Scale of Meital Ter

The groups of sibli gs and non-siblings can be compared on th

measure also. However, two children of both groups were above

he age level for receiving the ti t and one child refused the

test and after several attempts were made to test him with this

instrument, the child was d opped from this sample: Table 21

reportsthese data.
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Table 21

Nerri114almor Hen 1 Age,I.Q. and Percentile knnk.

of Siblin and Non-Sibling Entrants to t e

1969 /0 Ancona Program

S iblings

Child A
Child B
Child C
Child D
Child F

N.A.

36
40

37
38
47

La,
Percentile

Rank

109
105
97

103
109

80
70
45
60
75

39.6 104.6 66.00

Non Sibl n

Child A 41 121 95

Child B 47 102 60

Child C 38 100 50

Child D 46 102 60

Child F 40 98 45

42.4 104.6 62.00

Data from the
Ja cale does not support the

11hypo hesis of a ibling diffusion effect" for younger child-

ren of continuing families.

in performance.

The groups are virtually identical

To assess the possible diffuøion n y un b-

lingts n n cognitive b havior ns on the scales of examine

ratings were compared to the non-siblin Is means on examiner

ratings, which were made in conjun tion wi h the StanfordBinet

given to both groups at entrance into the 1969-70 program. Table
7

22 contains these da
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Siblings

Ns 7

Table 22

Moat Scores on Stanford-Binet E aminer's Ratings For Siblings and

Non Siblin-s Entering the 1969-70 Program
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8 3,70 5.28 0 3.57 5.57 5.42 2400 5.42 5.00 4.28 4.42 3.57 5.O 0 6 85

Non Siblings

No 6 6 161j 333 5.33 4.0 4 0 4.0 5 3 1,66 6 83 5 83 3.50 3,00 2.66 50 $ 66
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°sly four scal

(1)

which moven

point 5)

able to r

rings

nhuw dIffe eneen o me point

diffetorea of 1.38

them sligh. y away from normal attentivenean Cnca

"attractod Cci t1tInn extevntI to the tAu

entio (2) The !b1inin ere less

.111 well WithinConfid ra. by one-nno-o -Ii - f scale points but

the normal range on the scale, while the non-siblings are Only one

scale point away from being rat d quite confident." sib

lings seem to respond with more sense of challenge, while he non-

siblings'mean almos- rated "apparently more comfortable with easy

tasks. (4)In adequacy of verbalization non-siblings are lo3er

to more easily understood and adequate speech whereas sib ings'

speech is rated more diffieu.lt to understand. On all other rat-

ings mean diff rence bet e n the two groups is usually 'hJ a

scale point or less. There is nr systems ic evidence in

data that suggests supporting the hypothesis that noncognitLve

variables as measured by our rating scalea re affected by a nib

ling diffu ion effect fer younger memb continuing fami

The differences wehave found, with the e ceptton of Verbaliza-

tion might be interpreted as reflecting higher family poets-

tions. Less distr ctib lity, more intellectual challenge And con-

comittant loos of self-confidence might be a result of

pressure.

On the basis c

-hievenent

data, we do not bel eve a diff aion

is operating in regard to younger aiblLngs of contin

families at A c na. Bir ht" order effects

g factor in assessing these data.-
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The

1965, a period

1

-

OVERVIEW

adotart c1ii:1dr at 4n ina

hope in reRard to tbe efficacy of pre-

nterventloii for improving the -ife ehanees of i- dvan-

I aced children. Government Hupport

field

ties

thin writin five yearn later. The co

of mi h more caution 4

ly barely end

many of the

A k is terminating

mood in

:ion of compleXi-

Thin sMnil research project

rnadly.

nevertheless true that the individuals in olved at

the teachers, parents and children remain corn itted

the idea of an Integrated school and haw,, decided te continue

to enroll Ileadotart children in the program at the risk of con

derahle finincial strain on a small private institution. This

decisi-n rcva1 wh "hard" data misses: the personal and

community value placed on the program over the last five years.

Although it is possible to draw some relatively firm conclu-

sions from th research, in a real

remaIns

alue of the program

the researcher. On one i vel, without a "con-

ol" group of similar children, the effects on the Readstart chil

dren remaIn clouded. More idiosyncratIcally, the effects on the

individual children had they not attended the program are simply

unknowable.

From a researche perspective, the "hard" data do tend to

certain propostons and we will attempt to summarize

iefly.

1. Cognitive change. Attendance at the Montessori preschooi

does result ITt initial Increases in intellience test perf ance

10'7



as rnenured b
4

contiat d years in the pro

- 90 -

Subsequent itcreases with
e,

t found. For a nuniher of

years, we investigated the efects of parti ipation on a number

of Piaget tasks. We are coninced that the program does not ef-

fect the developmental course as reflected in those tasks. This

yea- If attempted to come closer to an assessment

formaece" Aspects of cogeitive functio ing which we ba

adeuetely reflec

tain par-

the emphescs in th- Montessori currituluni. The

WFPSI, ill-Palmer, _nd V1SC scales for the Ancona

aamp1t support this idea. Change Oh these teat (or above average

perferenance for the eleinentiry children) is pres nt in children

not enly after th ir first school axperienee, but in subsequent

years.

coime1tjcle that the Montessort curriculum is effective in such aress

as tte

and re ching skill eye-hand coorJination, and to some degree

number concepts.

The data on the Stanfo A Bimet nd other intelligence tests

ta1eyi together points to both thdl trermgths and we knees s of the

currittiluin. The strengths hove Just been enumerated. The weak-

eel seem to lie primarily in the verbal area. The data en in-

telliigence tests, the rating saie and the Birch procedur te-

ies all indicate some verbal tIefiit on the pa t of the childre

deficit which is not appreciably reduced by attendance at a Mons.

tessori school.

2. School facilitative b 1 v

his point needs further evestigation, hut t entR tively

Tlopment of visual-voter int ion capacities sortin g

This area has be udi d

by the une of ratings and other procedures uding the Hertel
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Birch category syst m. The firot groups attending the Headstart

prorans at the school

scales

rather extreme on some of these

notably Distractibility, and at wed marked iMprovement

which correlated with improvement on intelligence tests. Groups

studied in the last two years seemed more ready for school c

these scales and therefore few social-class differences were

found. The relativ ly sati factory ststue of the children to be-

gui with al-o resulted J.-. little change from the beginning to the

end of the school year. We cannot r ally explain the seeming

shift in the composition of the sample over the eourse of this

project.

3. Elementary school progress, Only a small nunber of cbl.1-

dren have to date continued on into tte elementary program at An-

cone having completed tte preschool exp_rience. We believe it is

really too early to judge the long-term p_ogress of these children,

especially rel tive to their cohort in the public schools. It i

nevertheless the case, that the data we have collected do not

p rtond well for these children, in conventi nal terms, The chil-

dren do not perform at grade levels on tte Metropolitan Achieve=

ment battery, indicating that they arc not mastering the usual

first-grade learning at the rate which is expected nationally.

Wbeth r the timing of the elementa y'program is such that spurts

will occur later is net known. Data on the same children on the

WISC shows normal to above average performance in regard t

1111 f rmance" areas of functioning. These d ta taken together

sug -at that the elementary children do ha-- areas of strength,

but the elementary curriculum may not he building upon them.

109



effort in this dir ction of curri --lum building w uld' seem ap-

propriate. It may be that if the school wishes to accomplish

the u ual school 1 a -ing (as reflected in the opolitan)

they may be able to revising their instruction-to -moVe--

from the strengths of the thildren or they might consider a io

heavily linguistic pr gram which is essentially compensator

4. Diffusion effects. Children who att nded Ancona at one

_e and have younger siblings stIll in the School are achieving

public schools at 8 somewhat better level than non-

siblings, but neither group its at grade level. Again, the num-

bers of children involved here are small, but the data are c_n-

al tent. Vo such difusion,effect seems evident in regard to

younger siblings. They do not look mere ready for school or

brighter when they enter sehool than do n- ibli gs (if any-

thing the reverse may be indicated). We cannot readily explain

this differential diffusion effect. Si -h order is clearly a

confounding factor, but it nay be that for older children w

h ve already been through the p- gram. the continued Involvement

is s- ewhat reinforcing, whereas the younger children no:_ having

y t had a school experience remain essentially unaff-ted.

5. Social interacttor bservations of children's inte ac-

tions at Ancon have typically been characterized by a high le

of interaction across social class and racial lines. The inte-

gr ted setting does In fact lead to contacts amo g children re-

diens of their home background and racial identification.

Late over the years suggests that there is some tendency for

middle-class children to increase their interactions across racial

110
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and social class lin s with longer tenure in the program; whereas

lower-class children ma tend to nake more contacts both positive

and ne ive ith menbers cf . their own group as tine passes. On

the basis of socimetric data we feel quite confident that the

children are not shifting in their ch ices of friends or inter-

n pattern's on a stereotypic basis, but r ther that particu-

lar personality traits of childre.cL lead to these shifts. Such

COT elates have not been studied by u_, but would seen a usef-1

area. for further investigation.

Recoiiiinendatjons

1. Future research. The differential effects of the ontes-

seri curriculum on areas of cognitive functioning deserves further

atte_tion. Better,

mance and linguistic

into the work styles

Exp entation with

well with the childr

tion of a Montessori

the questi

and more extensive, assessinents of the p-rfor-

areas seems called for, as does an inquiry

devel ped by children und- such a regimen.

el mettary school programs -tieh articulate

n's strengths and weaknesses at the termina-

preschool pr gram is badly needed. It raises

n as to whether a
a

heavy perforniarice emphasis can be

used to ch traditional early academic skills.

More research is needed in

interaction among cbildren of diverse backgrounds. Svecific fae-

tbe area of social attitudes and

tors whict lead'to continuing positive interaction

should be lsolat d, and the role of the school and

this process should be investigated.

Efforts specif

across groups

teachers in

cally at Ancona. We b lieve t e time is

for the staff to.turn to a curriculum d velopmen roject

111
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based on wh t we have l arned and a consideration of the educa-

tional objectives which they believe to be worthy. Greater ef-

fort can certainly be placed on attenpts at individualizing in-

struction in the elementary program on the basis of differe tial

readine of the childr-n.

The de i ion of the school to maintain the Hee start program

a sound one both educationally and socially. It is an oppor-

turtity to.continue a positive rei&ntLoaship with the surrounding

community, to give the children fron all groups needed exposure

to one anothe=

its staff.

nd an intellectual challenge to the school and

1 2
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POt:r.011i.t1

Completely

absorbed by

task. intains

interest through-

out, remains

oriented to

buween items

Activity Level

11:/peractive;

activity out-

of-bounds

APPEN12 A

An.cona School: Headstart Program RatingspC Behavior

Dwin Indiviui Intelligence Tost,ing

Date

3

Interested.&

attentive, with

little attation

to things extehal

to the test if

2 3

Quite active, but

with control of

own activity

Sou of Res )01.,.LVerbal itemsd

1

lespoods very

zapiely to

instructions

3

, No hesitation in

responding

S211-12EstalLse rformancetterns

1 2

Responds very

rapidly to

instructions

3

No hesitation in

responding

Stanford-Binet Form E aminer

4 5

Normal attentive-

ness. Tasks

elicit suficient

attention, though

attention may occa .

sionally wander

between items

4 5

Fairly acti

but able to sit

quietly for the

testing

5

Some deliberation,

but responses not

generally slow

4 5

Some deliberation,

but responses not

generally slow

6 7

Attracted by

things external

to the test, but

can return to talc.

If child tries to

maiaata attention,

it is with some

effort

7

Rather sedentar

slow; or somewhat

censtrietod in

action (Circle

which)

7

Usually slow to

respond

6 7

Usually slow to

respond

9

Difficult to get

and hold attention

9

Depressed or very

constricted

(Circle uhi h)

9

Slow to respond.

urging needed

9

Slow to respond;

urging needed
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Initiative in Dea102 with_TesOatql4;
_

Impulsively

handles mteHals,

begins own tasks

3

May begin to

handle materials,

may feel he knows

what to do

5

Waits for instru

dons, but eager

to begin

Responds to

instructions,

but does not

initiate activity;

is not "set" to

begin until

instructions giv n

onfidence on Te2

1 3 5 7

Over-confident; Quito confident Realistically Some distrust of

does not

recognize own

in own ability.

Answers asser-

self-confidont,

May show recog-

own ability,

hesitancy

limitations tively nition of own

limitations;

responds tatter-

of-factly

n 1.

tersiasnce

Can't give up

oven atter much

effort

R, -lion to Failure

0

I,nores failure!
D'

=COSS or

failure not 4a

1SAle

3 4 5

Very persistent; Sono persistence;

difficult tasRs doesn't give up

lead to redoubled without trying

effort

1

Iware of tailor ,

but shows no

discomfort, and

does not need

reassupnce

2 3

Sono discomfort

at failure can be

seen, but confi-

dence easily

restored

9

Urging necded to

respond

9

Distrusts ow%

ability. Hesitant

in response i.may

express concern

about adequacy of

responses

7 .

9

Tendency to give Gives up easily)

up after first when answer does

attempt unsucees not come almost

ful immediately

5

Disconcerted by

failure, needs

frequent

reassurance

7

Withdrawing, hostile

or denying

(Circle whieh)

_



Sy%c oC Inteilo tual ,hilenpu

1

11,vc: tasks

elicit grcater

'..ntaest aod

scr',sc

challono

3

card tasks are

met with special

effort

Uilliumps5 mimic with Test

r,zzr to

cKitinuo

1

shyne5s;

qui selE*

=cud

2 3

Maintains active

interest

3

Rather confident

Initiatin with A_Iult

1

Attempts to

dominate 0(7:

situatioa

4 5

Effort expended

03 problem is

appropriate to level

of difriculty, but

there is no sense

of challenge

4

Mild interest in

tasks; continues

to try

4 5

Neither confident

nor fearful

3 4 5

Often initiates Responsive, but

social interchange usually does not

initiate social

interchange

Commnieation a Weet

1

AloA no

illhibition of

affective

expressik

2 3

Expresses affect

frcely, but with

self.control

4 5

Occasional ex.

pression of

affect

0

7

Apparently more

comfortable with

easy tasks

6 7

Loses interest

in tasks, but

continues to

comply

6 7

Rather timid

6 7

Rather passive

6 7

Tends to inhibit

affect, or rather

flat (Circle which)

Prefers only 4n

tasks

9

Actively seelo

termination

9

Painfully shy,

constricted

8 9

sever takes

iative;

responses minim41

9

Very flat; no

emotional

expression



Cmolinco 14th Adult

1

EaTemcly

snsitive E0

ajult's gishes;

constantly looks

to'adul'i; for

pv:misslon co

act

Verhali;:ation

2 3

Tends to ignore

own needs; rather

anxious to comply

1 2

Spnch perfoctly

cicsr and

understandable

Occasio al errors

within generally

good speech

Descriptive comuncs

Articulation:

Structure:

Vocabulary:

4

4

5

Makes own needs

known, but (vice

uilling to comply

5

Spach adquato;

thore aro orrors,

but speech still

easily undOstood

7 3

lemewhat unwilling

to oo0y

6 7

5p4 maims
Wa4it to

alotgand, Thin

may 1)0 true

upocially when

peaking rapidly

a sentence or two, vich example if possible):

Actively negativ-

istic

9

Specch very difficult

to understand



APPE1DIX

Repor- )11 Soc al Work Progrnm

by Lila Cordon

The social work prog am c vered a wide range of services

vitae: were beg n, in previow: years on an attempted group

ba is. The assIstant director of school, a trained worker

set up weekly parent meetings which Included active profe

sional and lay community people f om programs and agencies at-

tempting to meet needs applicable to Ancona parent eft g the

principal of the neigh orhood p blie school to which moot of

the children will eventually transfer. H- ever, the meetings

were poorly attended despite individual contact with the fami-

lies to encourage their participation. The one successful

ception was an overflow group of both Ancona and non-Ancona

neighborhood residents who came to hear a Departm nt of Urban

Renewal represent-ive speak to the cur_ent efforts to help poor

people purchase homes. However, follow-up to this meeting by the

social worker with three individuals who were thus motivated re-

sulted only in frustrating effor_- by worker and clients to tra-

verse bureaucratic and political obstacle courses. Although the

Ancona group work p ogram was of dubious value, it was clear that

the parents were ac ive still in groups of their own choosing:

National Welfare Ri hts Organiz: iofi, Operation Breadbasket the

Hyde Park Community Conference, the local park breakfast program.

The director of the school, also a trai-ed social worker,

had been administrative head of the school singe 1967 and had- had

regular contact with most of the families as individual needs'in-

dicated. Crisis intervention continued to be paramount. It
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clear that inndoquo te weJfnte annintnnce, non-existent lower

rental livable housing, p lice-poverty population interaction,

and into k conflict art fundament l to the entire reality

f nctioning capacities of all the fa i i a. To cite a few spe-

cific daily coping concerns: no well. are budget for childr n

winter clothing was allocated in an inflation-battered 6rant;

only ten units of a newly-cotistructed 250 apartment neighlorhood

project were allotted to low income fa ilies ("and we will con-

sider only those with good references") parents we e questioned

by police to determine children's pos_ible involvement in ar a

killings, holdups, purse-snatching, fire-bombing break-ins;

gangs i pinged increasingly on younger children. Especially

heard was the increasing ambivalence about black militants and

conflict as to the black faction with which they could or wanted

to identify. A Black Parent Group emerged from the middle-

class parent body at the school during the year in an effort to

ek possible funding in the black community for the dying Head-

start program; the participation of the Headstart parents

solicited by this group with mini al response.

However in dequate or disappointing the social work concrete

results appear, one fact stands out clearly: the Headstart chil-

dren came to school regularly, and parents were strongly identi-

fied with Ancona as the school which their child or children at-

tended and where the wished them to continue to attend. From

social o kers observation, teachers continued to be very highly

motivated with the children concerned about theja learning, emo-

tional, and psychological need contacting parents when children

did not attend school, and offering concrete assistance (not
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financ al on a voluntary basis. The children were truly intd-

ted Into the classes with children they had known for several

years.

The most concrete possible demon tration of parents' wish

for children to attend Ancona is that 122,-_11111-1y_rst_ear, it was

not necessary to pursue parents for re-registration for the fol-

lowing year: every child but one (who was about to move from

the area) was re-registered for the 1970-71 school year, even

though the entire parent body and staff was aware that Headstart

funding would be terminating. In addition, ten unsolicited

Head tart applications were received from new neighborhood pa-

rents. The board of di ectors of the school voted at its July,

1970, meeting to assume funding responsibility for Headstart

children at the sa e dollar amount granted by 0E0 for tuition

in 1969-70.

At this writing, thirty-nine Headstart children are regis-

te id for the 1970-71 school year, sixteen at the elementary

level, twenty-three in the preschool. The tuition dollar amount,

at increased school fees, is approximately $30 000 which the

board of directors hopes to fund through its direct efforts.

This major commitment reflects the ddte -ination of this parent-

owned school to continue as a community-based institution includ-

ing representatives of all socio-economic groups in the area.

Phil sophically, the school has rejected the idea of any continued

funding through local Head_ art and F llow-Through sources be-

cau e of the requireme t of having 807. disadvantaged popul tion

in one classroom: the children will remai _ful_ly_integrated

oughout the entire school.
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th the comple the research an'l demons at on pro-

ornial testing obcervation, and follo -up of the children

will be ended. However, five years of He dsta ogramming

Ancona has firmly established a climate of interest, commitment,

and earnest involvement in the prog am. Enrollment will continue

as an Ancona-funded prog m (or deficit) in 1970-71. The direc-

tor of the school has resigned to aisumc an ther position but

will remain social

basi contact with the families will be continued by the teach-

ers with the social worke- participating as need arises. Hope-

fully, so e effort will be made by the staff to continue follow

up.

consultant for the school on a voluntary

Communication from all teachers, office staff, and many

iddle-class parents indicates that however adequate a growth ex-

pe ience Headstart may have been for the children and families in

the program, everyone else participating has testified to experi-

encing _x iting professional and/or pe sonal growth. The repo t

of the last year of the program must emphasize, underline, and

proclaim the repeated first hand confrontation with the uncom-

vomising and unremitting evidence: all goals fo: which all com-

pensatory educational programs have striven can be achieved only

if families have a guaranteed cash i-com- and services adequate

to meet the legitimatp human needs Liased _on maximizing dignity

and opportunity for all individuals in our society.
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